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0. Introduction 

Setting out on his literary journey to Priam’s Troy to relate the heroic deeds of Achilles and 

the downfall of many great warriors, Homer beseeches his “goddess of song” to guide his 

project, inferring he is only the hand of a divine author without whom he would be unable to 

conceive any work of merit (Homer 23). While antique writers working in the tradition of 

Homer and Hesiod considered themselves reliable on the muses for their literary achievements, 

craftsmen of the Middle Ages altogether denied their artistic merit, claiming no work by man 

can equal the splendour of the superior artist’s creation – that is, God’s earth, the heavens and 

man. However, as the Renaissance dawned upon Europe, a gradual shift in the perception of 

that human ‘maker of art’ took place; his importance in the conception of his work was valorised 

and he was now considered an artist, one who, according to Sir Philip Sidney, sits next to God, 

as he “goes hand in hand with nature”, yet is “not enclosed within the narrow warrant of her 

gifts, but [ranges] freely within the Zodiack of his owne wit” (n.p.). Strikingly, Sidney states 

that the human poet can triumph over God, as he is capable of not only rendering nature in his 

art more beautiful than she is in reality, but can also invent “new formes such as never were in 

nature: as the Heroes, Demigods, Cyclops, Chymeras, Furies, and such like” (n.p.).  

Thus, from the Early Modern period onwards, men were considered capable to create, to 

shape, to be original, but no such privilege was generally accorded to women. Of course Sappho 

had a series of successors who were not easily discarded, yet, throughout the centuries, women 

artists were most often regarded, as was the case with Aphra Behn for instance, as “threatening 

figure[s] who undermined certain assumptions about the masculine realms of letters, drama, 

politics, intrigue” (Salzman 9). Thus, they often saw themselves obliged to reassure theirs is 

“only a female pen” – or brush, by extrapolation – thereby assuming the same stance towards 

their work as medieval craftsmen did to theirs (Salzman 9). Male artists, then, had replaced 
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God, as testifies Sir Philip Sidney, and women were thrust into the background, destined to be 

the imitators of a nature much superior to the one they would ever be able to produce. However, 

not only were women denied a creative role; on top of that, the patriarchal world, its artists and 

aesthetes, had never ceased to exploit them in their art. The male artistic tradition had been very 

prone to reduce women to the function of muse or model, and gradually even tended to fashion 

them as objects of art (Starr 9). This way, a dichotomy was established between the active, 

looking man and the passive woman who is looked at, which “replicates the structure of unequal 

power relations between men and women” (Starr 10).  

The pictorial language of this patriarchal artistic tradition, then, seems to have constructed 

certain truths about femininity which gradually robbed women of their subjectivity and pushed 

them into an ideological mould. It is during the Victorian Age that the cracks in this mould, 

made by the Mary Wollstonecrafts of the past, lead to crevasses and finally, the discourse being 

thus attacked, make the mould burst. Indeed, the Victorian (st)Age is characterised by numerous 

voices vindicating the rights of women. The periodical press in particular offered several 

women a means to voice their protest against male supremacy and, generally, it did raise an 

awareness of the artificiality of gendered identities. Thus, it constituted a “potent medium for 

evolving perceptions of women in society” (Fraser 146). However, the implicit rebellion of a 

body of clever novelists and poets, both male and female, may have done even more to society’s 

gradual liberation from traditional views of women’s mental and physical inferiority. 

Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott”, Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre and Anne Brontë’s The Tenant 

of Wildfell Hall – henceforth Tenant – stage a woman artist who, through her artistic practice, 

manipulates nineteenth-century gendered identities, as she assumes a male artistic stance and 

shuns, above all, a gendered definition of her pen or brush. Indeed, these women artists use 

their art in order to subvert the ruling artistic discourse and, hence, the ideology which it 

supports. However, they do not only negate the essence of traditional femininity, they also 
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shape a discourse of their own which should ensure women’s subjectivity and makes a claim 

for their artistic capabilities. Yet, Jane Eyre has been repeatedly disapproved of by feminist 

critics, who believe that the socially subversive ideas concerning womanhood and matrimony 

suffusing Charlotte Brontë’s remarkable novel are nullified by the apparent conventional 

ending, which, at first sight, may be perceived as succumbing to the traditional romantic 

orthodoxies and, accordingly, it could be regarded as an overt agreement with woman’s position 

within the domestic sphere. Likewise, Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott” has often been 

disapproved of because of the male gaze with which it ends. However, when delving deeper 

into the recesses of this wonderful poem, “The Lady of Shalott” appears to display a woman 

artist moving away from her creative practice as an accomplishment, to leave her mark on the 

outside world when she turns into a living picture and unsettles the hierarchy of medieval 

Camelot by asserting her subjectivity. Likewise, Jane Eyre’s seemingly conventional ending 

does not entail the heroine’s subscription to the patriarchal ideology. On the contrary, Jane’s 

subversive artistic practice appears to result in an egalitarian universe, where gendered gazes 

are extinguished and Jane can be both a woman as well as an artist. As such, the novel can be 

considered as overtly feminist as Anne Brontë’s Tenant.  

In brief, this study is concerned with the role of the woman artist in the literary works’ 

shaping of a new artistic discourse which, firstly, after a long tradition of female objectification, 

seeks to render women their subjectivity again and, meanwhile, positions women’s artistic 

practice within a professional realm that, until then, had been an exclusively male domain. Thus, 

the works make a claim for women’s creative forces and actively subvert the function of copyist 

and amateur that had been generally assigned to them. In a first stage, then, I would like to look 

at the male artistic tradition and the possibilities that were open to women artists, in order to 

understand the particular nature of the revolution inherent to the literary works central to this 

study and, simultaneously, as a means to see how their discourse differs from the prevailing 
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discourse as carried by the male artistic tradition. Proceeding to my second chapter, I would 

like to consider the many ways in which the novels and poem break with the female tradition 

of mimicry and make their protagonists emerge as professionals artists inscribing themselves 

in the canon by, for instance, associating their art with the fruits of a great Romantic tradition. 

The third chapter tackles the woman artist’s appropriation of the dominant gaze, which seeks 

to erode gender boundaries and denies the notion that the gaze is necessarily one sex’s 

prerogative. Finally, I devote a chapter to the woman artist’s repainting of the societal 

landscape, which she does by transforming the patriarchal discourse in order to achieve an 

egalitarian universe in which she can be both a woman as well as an artist. By shaping this new 

artistic discourse, then, the novels and the poem seem to strive towards an egalitarian 

microcosm, which eventually may function as a model for the real world in which women are 

encouraged to abandon imitation, and instead can “range freely within the Zodiack of [their] 

owne wit” (Sidney, n.p.).  
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1. Entrapped in a Painting : Women and the Male Artistic Tradition 

History points out that a certain fear of not being able to distinguish between the sexes is 

deeply engrained within the human psyche and utters itself in a well-defined division of the 

male and female realm, this even in a country where the Salic law was discarded and queens 

could achieve greatness. Indeed, already in Elizabethan times, this gender anxiety led to 

regulations concerning dress, though a cross-dressing Queen encouraging her troops was still 

tolerated. 1 However, times would change, and  the Elizabethan conception of gender as a fluid 

continuum had been converted into a stark binary opposition by the Victorian Age (Orgel 220). 

Though, as Shirley Foster points out, Victorian attitudes towards feminine roles have their 

antecedents in the eighteenth century, during which this rather mild anxiety of earlier days 

increased in intensity, it is in the Victorian Era that the polarisation of the sexes reaches 

extremes (5-6).  According to Esther Godfrey, the growing tendency towards a binary 

conception of gender identities that typifies the nineteenth century may well have been a result 

of the newly industrialised society in which both the working-class man and woman had to 

work side by side in the mines, thus creating “an androgynous workplace where the notion of 

separate spheres and often gender differences themselves did not exist” (854-855). The 

violation of gender categories incited a rising fear among the middle classes that this “unsettling 

ambiguity regarding gender identities” – which they regarded as a moral corruption – might 

eventually pervade their environment as well (Godfrey 856). Hence, “middle-class Victorians 

began to push masculine and feminine constructions to extremes, reinforcing the divisions 

between male and female spheres of power and influence” (Godfrey 856). The middle-class 

                                                           
1
 Despite earlier claims that female rulers were unnatural monstrosities  -in the words of John Knox, “unfit to bear 

rule” due to “the imbecility of their sex”-  Elizabeth I continuously contradicted the notion that “it would not be 

so much government by the queen as government in her name”; she did so explicitly in 1588, when she, dressed 

in male warrior clothes, addressed her army waiting for the Spanish Armada, speaking the legendary words, “I 

have the body but of  a weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a king and of a king of England 

too” (Collinson). Thus, not only by means of her sartorial action but through her language as well, she blurred the 

clear-cut division between the sexes and made a claim for women’s ability to rule.  
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Victorians’ uncontrollable need for a dichotomised conception of gender gradually seems to 

have defined the spirit of the age and the ruling ideology, which is expressed in as well as 

supported by the artistic discourse of the day.  

Orlando, the protagonist of Virginia Woolf’s eponymous novel, published in 1928 and 

severely critical of the Victorian ethos concerning womanhood, wonderfully expresses the 

Victorian shaping of the concept of femininity. Having lived through the Elizabethan age, the 

Restoration and the eighteenth century, Orlando feels the difference the Victorian age brings to 

her position as a woman. She now feels 

dragged down by the weight of the crinoline which she had submissively adopted. It 

was heavier and more drab than any other dress she had yet worn. None had ever so 

impeded her movements. No longer could she stride through the garden with her dogs, 

or run lightly to the high mound and fling herself beneath the oak tree. Her skirts 

collected damp leaves and straw. (Woolf 121) 

Woolf’s depiction of the crinoline beautifully exemplifies the restrictions women had to suffer 

as a result of the development of a binary thinking and an ideal of femininity strongly rooted in 

the age’s discourse. Not only has she lost her freedom, but she cannot commit herself to art as 

a man can; Orlando cannot “fling herself beneath the oak tree”, the oak tree being the symbol 

of her poetic activity (Woolf 121). This passage in Woolf’s novel highlights not only the general 

oppressive environment in which women had to navigate, it also reveals the impossibility for a 

woman to take up the position of artist, to become an active creator instead of the passive model 

she had been for ages. In an age all concerned with propriety, it was still deemed indecent for 

a woman to pursue the arts seriously and all sorts of impediments existed to keep those stubborn 

among the second sex from doing so. In this chapter, then, I explore the ways in which pictorial 

art displays the age’s definitions of womanhood, as well as actively generates new ones which 
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led to an increasing conception of woman as an object, even a commodity, rather than a 

complete human being. Indeed, the artistic discourse of the Victorian Age is of the utmost 

importance in the production and preservation of certain truths concerning femininity and 

masculinity. In order to understand what notions the literary works central to this study reject, 

then, I briefly examine the output of several of the age’s eminent painters who appear to have 

worked within the traditional discourse. Finally, I consider the variety of obstacles the aspiring 

woman artist had to deal with in order to remain loyal to her vocation, obstacles created by the 

discourse of femininity as it is epitomised in for instance Coventry Patmore’s “The Angel in 

the House”. It is essential to consider these obstacles in order to understand the tactics of those 

novelists and poets whose work seeks to undermine the prevailing ideology, as they toy with 

the components of its confining discourse in order to deconstruct it and, finally, propose 

alternatives for it.  

1.1. The Verbal Power of Paint 

 

 Before embarking on a journey through the sometimes rebellious imaginations of 

several great Victorian writers, I would like to define the approach this paper will take to their 

works. It is my intention to examine and compare the various ways in which they oppose the 

ruling ideology by attacking the discourse by which it is supported and maintained and by 

attempting to forge a new artistic discourse in which the woman artist’s subjectivity is 

vindicated. First, of course, it is essential to provide a clear-cut definition of what ‘discourse’ 

exactly entails in this study. In her book, Discourse, Sara Mills provides several explanations 

of the term, among which she presents it as  

groupings of utterances or sentences, statements which are enacted within a social 

context, which are determined by that social  context and which contribute to the way 
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that social context continues its existence. Institutions and social context therefore play 

an important role in the development, maintenance and circulation of discourses (10). 

First of all, I would like to add that art can be considered a language, as it contains symbols 

which generate meaning. As John Ruskin, for whom poems and pictures seem to be 

synonymous, states in his illustrious Modern Painters, “painting, or art generally, as such, with 

all its technicalities, difficulties, and particular ends, is nothing more but a noble and expressive 

language, invaluable as the vehicle of thought” (8). Furthermore, it is essential to consider the 

status of the speaker of a particular language. In, say, 1840, a woman putting her easel up on 

the edge of a cliff to paint the sublime landscape in front of her, in oils, may seem to inscribe 

herself in the same discourse as the man who would be doing the exact same thing, yet, in truth, 

the gender of the former disrupts the discourse in which the man would be working. Indeed, the 

woman’s sex would only allow her to paint flowers in watercolours somewhere safe inside, or 

copy an engraving she has come across in a popular art magazine of the time, such as Forget 

Me Not, an art annual owned by the Brontës and used for extensive copying by the sisters 

(Alexander 20). Indeed, as Mills argues in the above quote, the context determines the discourse 

(10), and a woman painting a woman from what seems to be the male perspective in art, as does 

Jane Eyre in Charlotte Brontë’s eponymous novel, connotes something entirely different than 

a Pre-Raphaelite painting of a woman, for, to begin with, “a woman holding a brush threatened 

to disrupt the proper flow of desire” (Losano 11). The women artists figuring in the works that 

will be studied here work with the prevailing discourse in order to correct it – as does Jane in 

her parody of a Petrarchan deconstruction of the female body – or altogether reject it and replace 

it with an artistic discourse of their own. They single out the different components that 

constitute the foundation of the ruling patriarchal ideology, such as the traditional approach that 

had until then been taken to women’s artistic production, and gradually subvert these 

components and, thus, the larger structure they sustain. In Tenant, Jane Eyre and “The Lady of 
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Shalott”, one can discern the progress these budding women artists undergo from amateur artist 

mimicking great artworks by men or setting themselves to the task of delivering a realistic 

depiction of nature – with the greatest care for accuracy, as Jane Eyre does when she draws her 

first cottage at Lowood School – to independent women denying their work to be simple 

accomplishment-art, but instead make their claim for women’s artistic subjectivity. 

1.2. Representations of Femininity in Victorian Painting 

 

Before exploring the revolutionary forces of a new artistic discourse at work in, for example, 

Jane Eyre or “The Lady of Shalott”, one must have a notion of the context in which these 

literary works came into being, and there hardly is a better way to get a grasp of the spirit of an 

age than by looking at its cultural products. Since this paper is concerned with women artists in 

a selection of Victorian poetry and prose, it is indispensable to consider the artistic tradition 

these fictional artists react to. Though some of the literary works central to this paper were 

published prior to the apogee of the painting careers of the Pre-Raphaelites, the latter’s work 

sprang from the same environment in which the subversive novels of, for instance, the Brontës, 

were nurtured, and, generally, reveal a lot about the Victorian perception of womanhood to 

which Tennyson, the Brontës and Christina Rossetti appear to react. Indeed, in their extremely 

sensual representation of “the passive, seductive, and decorative female body displayed for the 

delectation of the male spectator”, the Pre-Raphaelites draw from the same notions as those 

poets, novelists and visual artists who oppose this conventional, often limiting portrayal of 

women (Starr 20). It is not my intention here to enumerate particular paintings and claim this 

or that writer explicitly parodied the painting in his or her work 2 ; rather, I want to sketch the 

general environment in which both these pictorial as well as literary portrayals of the woman 

                                                           
2
 That is, one case excepted; in the third chapter of this paper, I would like to refer to Christina Rossetti’s poem 

“In an Artist’s Studio”, which does react to her brother’s painting practice.  
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model and the woman artist were born, in order to understand the age’s nurturing importance 

in the radical literary works’ new discourse.   

1.2.1. Dreaming the Ideal Woman: The Pygmalions of the Victorian Age 

Despite their ardent wish to oppose the “stultifying 

academic tradition” and, therefore, their decision “to 

eschew all inherited Mannerist and Baroque artifice” and 

instead pursue “truth to nature”, the Pre-Raphaelites, 

already before they erected their ephemeral Brotherhood 

in 1848, cannot be deemed to have been incredibly loyal 

to realism in their depiction of women (Arnason 27). Most 

certainly, the Pre-Raphaelite stunners are emblematic of 

the movement, yet these highly idealised beauties with 

their luxurious tresses, full lips and “large, pensive eyes” do not exactly cohere with the PRB’s 

realistic program (Philips 124). The artists seem to engage with the male artistic tradition which, 

for centuries, has “created woman as fetish by exaggerating her physical loveliness while 

ignoring her intelligence and inner life” (Pollock as cited by Starr 15). The poem La Bella 

Mano, part of Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s Gesamtkunstwerk, exemplifies the fetishistic 

undercurrent of much of Rossetti’s work as it apostrophises a woman’s hand. Likewise, the 

painting’s (fig. 1.1) emphasis on distinct remarkably bright body parts such as the neck – eye-

catching because of its sheer size, which is effectuated by the annexation of part of the back 

and the shoulders and through the low neck-line of the dress – the face, the arms and, most 

conspicuously so, the hand, demonstrates the denial of the “sexual object’s wholeness and 

individuality in order to concentrate on only certain body parts or accessories” – Freudian  

words to explain the woman has been subjected to the artist’s fetishism (Starr 12). In the 

tradition of Petrarch and many other great poets and, likewise, painters, Rossetti set out on a 

1.1 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, La Bella Mano, 

1875, oil on canvas, Delaware, Delaware Art 

Museum.  
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quest for the ideal woman. His paintings and poetry redefined the woman as “prima materia, 

which he could form according to his desires, [which] is why, although he used different 

models, the images of these women all look very much the same” (Kocsis 147). His paintings 

seem to demonstrate how art can turn individuals into signs functioning within a certain 

discourse. Elizabeth Siddal, one of his models who also became his wife, is, next to a historical 

individual, also a sign “which circulated in the patriarchal discourses of art history to signify 

not woman but masculine creativity”, and is it is exactly “this signification which determines 

the prevailing representation of Elizabeth Siddall not as a woman artist but as the model, muse 

and mistress of Dante Gabriel Rossetti” (Cowie as cited by Cherry 14). When Christina Rossetti 

talks of “one face”, “one selfsame figure” looking out of the canvases in her brother’s studio, 

she accuses this male preying on women’s subjectivity and their subsequent reduction to a sign 

within the discourse of masculinity (“In an Artist’s Studio”, 1463). 

1.2.2. The Domestic Angel and the Independent Witch: Binary Oppositions in Victorian 

Painting 

While the beautiful, sexualised types of painters like 

Rossetti reveal the increased objectification women have 

been undergoing in an artistic discourse which is decidedly 

male, work of later Victorian painters such as John William 

Waterhouse and Frederic Leighton is infused with the binary 

perception of female selfhood. It portrays sweet, innocent 

maiden and virtuous mothers on the one hand, yet 

demonstrates a fascination with dangerous enchantresses, as 

can be seen in Waterhouse’s The Love Philtre, Circe and The 

Crystall Ball (fig. 1.2) or Henry Arthur Payne’s The 

Enchanted Sea. The first category evokes the discourse of 

1.2 John William Waterhouse, The Crystal 
Ball, 1902, oil on canvas, JAPS Collection 

10654. 
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femininity as it is voiced by John Ruskin and Coventry Patmore, who, in their songs of woman’s 

praise, restricted her to the domestic area, which she, “with the powers of a true wife” and 

angelic grace, was expected to render “a sacred place” (Ruskin as cited by Christ 1581). This 

straitjacket of perfection in which women were placed proved an almost insurmountable 

obstacle to achieve any alteration in their confining position within Victorian society, which is 

why myriad literary works, among which Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, attacked this long 

tradition of idealisation which turned hyperbolic in Pre-Raphaelite artwork. Those women who 

transgressed this categorization, however, were immediately regarded upon as demonic or mad, 

as Charlotte Brontë suggests in her portrayal of Bertha Rochester, whom Sandra Gilbert and 

Susan Gubar have read metaphorically as the embodiment of Jane’s dark potentials. Likewise, 

Anne Brontë’s independent heroine in Tenant is termed a “misguided, obstinate woman […], 

ignorant of her principal duties, and clever only in what concerns her least to know” by Mrs 

Markham, the novel’s most ardent supporter of the discourse of femininity which – counting 

weakness, domesticity, wifehood and motherhood among its components – severely clashes 

with Helen Graham’s practice as a professional artist (A. Brontë 1217). Mrs Markham is 

horrified at Helen’s opposition to a clear-cut separation of boys’ and girls’ education, her 

denunciation of male guidance and neglect of household matters in favour of a male-like 

independence. When Fergus, Gilbert Markham’s younger brother, remarks that must make her 

“a witch”, the novel seems to refer ironically to this dualism in definitions of womanhood (A. 

Brontë 1190). As George Eliot does a few years later in her essay on Margaret Fuller and Mary 

Wollstonecraft, both Charlotte as well as Anne Brontë already attack “the folly of absolute 

definitions of woman’s nature and absolute demarcations of woman’s mission” as early as 1847, 

in their novels, Jane Eyre and Tenant (Eliot 1339). Nevertheless, this folly continued to govern 

the artistic discourse of painters such as Waterhouse and Leighton, but, still, it led to rebellion 

as well. Emma Richards, who, in 1853, infuses her self-portrait as a professional oil painter 
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with “skilful references to the pictorial conventions of Renaissance and seventeenth-century art 

which display that learnedness necessary for the history painter” is certainly not the only one 

who crosses boundaries and vindicates her professionalism (Cherry 83-84).  

1.2.3. The Male Artist’s Latent Necrophilia and its Effect on the Female Subject 

 

From Iphigeneia and Lucretia 

to Ophelia and the Lady of Shalott, 

that the male artistic tradition has 

been particularly fascinated with 

the passive female body on the 

verge of death is undeniable. Edgar 

Allan Poe’s assertion that there is 

nothing more poetical than the 

death of a beautiful woman seems to be well-founded when browsing through cultural history. 

Yet, this practice blatantly discloses the 

powerlessness of the female subject in a world of 

male art in which she can only enact the role of 

artwork. The image of a dying, or dead, woman 

epitomizes the ideals of feminine weakness and 

passivity that are inherent to the ruling discourse 

of femininity and it ornaments many an ending of 

the age’s popular visual art, such as Millais’ 

Ophelia (fig. 1.3) and Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s 

illustration to Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott” 

(fig 1.4). Likewise, the theme seems to have been picked up in poetry, as illustrates Robert 

1.3 John Everett Millais, Ophelia, 1851, oil on canvas, London, Tate Britain. 

1.4 Dante Gabriel Rossetti, The Lady of Shalott, 1857, 

wood engraving on paper, Boston, Museum of Fine 

Arts. 
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Browning’s “Porphyria’s Lover” and “My Last Duchess”. The anticipation of the painted – be 

it in words or images – woman’s death can be considered the climax of her objectification in a 

male artistic tradition; the last particles of her subject expire, all the Porphyrias are reduced to 

“fetishistic object[s] which can never leave” and the Duke’s last Duchess is equated with the 

other art objects ornamenting the house (Ingersoll 154). However, while visual artists such as 

Millais rather seem to align with tradition in their depiction of the death of a beautiful woman 

whose physical reality is given precedence over her spiritual state, many of the age’s poems 

seem to be less straightforward in their drawing from this beloved topos. What is quite 

intriguing about Tennyson’s representation of the Lady of Shalott is that, unlike for instance 

Millais’ depiction of Ophelia, singing her last song before “her garments, heavy with their 

drink, / Pull'd the poor wretch from her melodious lay" down "to muddy death”, Tennyson’s 

poem, and hence some of its pictorial offspring too, depicts the male gazer and thus subjects 

the latter to the gaze of the audience watching the painting (Shakespeare, “The Tragedy of 

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark”, 1985-1986). Hence, his gaze loses some of its power, for “in order 

to achieve control and to deny object loss, the voyeur strives to avoid being seen, for to be seen 

is to become an object” (Ingersoll 152). While it is true that “looking is an effort to control 

another subject as an object” and in the completed extinction of her gaze the painted woman 

seems to wield her last powers of subjectivity, giving free range to the voyeur, Tennyson’s Lady 

plays a remarkably complex game in this poem and the final image the reader is confronted 

with may actually subvert the ideology that is connected to it (Ingersoll 151). In the third chapter 

of this paper, which is concerned with the gaze, I will expand on the covert rebellion to the 

stereotypical depiction of women which seems to come to a climax in the work of Pre-

Raphaelite artists such as Millais and Rossetti, whose obsession with the female body reduces 

her to the statute of sign. Exactly because a similar depiction affirms the severe objectification 

she has been undergoing, Tennyson’s as well as Browning’s poems actively seek to demonstrate 
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the process of how women are reduced to the status of artwork and, thus, can be seen as a 

hyperbolic parody exposing the injustice done to women in art.  

1.3. (Im)Possibilities for Aspiring Women Artists  

1.3.1. Gazing at the Accomplished Woman 

“I drew . . . costumes 
From French engravings, nereids neatly draped  

(With smirks of simmering godship): I washed in 
Landscapes from nature (rather say, washed out). 

I danced the polka and Cellarius, 
Spun glass, stuffed birds, and modelled flowers in wax, 

Because she liked accomplishments in girls.” 
 

(Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “Aurora Leigh”, 51) 

In Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh, the eponymous young heroine and 

aspiring poet sketches an accurate representation of the typical nineteenth-century education of 

middle-class girls. Aurora goes on at length about the different accomplishments young ladies 

had to acquire and, in their enumeration, reveals them to be completely void of originality. Next 

to denouncing the habit of draping models – this was the case even in art schools, thus keeping 

up the boundaries between male professionalism and female amateurism – Aurora points out 

another inadequacy of young ladies’ artistic education; that is, the copying of engravings. It 

was common practice for all those who had artistic ambitions to study the masters and, in an 

early stage of the artistic education, to copy them outright (Alexander  15). All four of the 

Brontë siblings eagerly sketched and imitated the engravings they found in the books they 

owned, such as Bewick’s History of British Birds. As they grew up, however, Branwell received 

lessons from a professional tutor and was assigned the task to copy directly from nature 

(Alexander 16-17). His sisters, on the other hand, received quite a different artistic education. 

Charlotte, as a pupil at Roe Head, engaged in the sketching of a “series of classical heads”, 

made “studies of noses and ears, and conventional flower paintings and landscapes” (Alexander 

17). At Haworth, the three sisters copied images from the popular art annuals, which “stressed 
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the avoidance of invention and individual variation, and instead praised the imitation of other 

images as more suitable activities for ladies” (Kromm 377). While men were expected to instil 

their artwork with what John Ruskin calls “ideas”, the very antipode of mimicry, women were 

deemed to pursue “utter accuracy” (Ruskin 12; Losano 28). As Kromm mentions,  

The Artist or Young Ladies Instructor of 1835 gives directions for more than six 

different techniques, such as stencilling and mezzotinting, but the underlying premise 

of all of them is the necessity of producing a faithful copy of a provided exemplar. In 

fact, the ability to reproduce an image without any trace or mark of one’s own style or 

individuality was most empathically encouraged by such manuals. […] They construed 

the woman amateur artist as a machine for reproduction (375-376). 

The accomplished woman, then, was supposed to imitate and to remain within boundaries of 

the domestic sphere; she would copy engravings, paint still lives and, every now and then, a 

very truthful landscape. Next to these topical limitations, she was also constrained in her use of 

material. While the professional male artist used oils, the accomplished woman painted in 

watercolours, a medium which lacked the pedigree of oils and was, therefore, considered 

suitable for the amateur artist. Principally, young women’s artistic education served to promote 

female domesticity and vain leisure, Victorian symbols of feminine respectability, and had 

sexual difference inscribed in its very premises. In essence, it can be considered a construct of 

the ruling patriarchal ideology, which defined women’s accomplishments as the antithesis of 

male professionalism in order to keep the dichotomies intact. 
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However, the institution of feminine accomplishments served a much larger purpose 

than that of safeguarding man’s dominion in the professional field; indeed, it was eagerly 

exploited by the marriage economy likewise. John William Godward’s painting of Harriet 

Pettigrew (fig. 1.6), here represented as the muse Erato at her lyre, exemplifies the nineteenth-

century standard approach taken to young 

ladies’ artistic occupations (Gerard-Powell 

101). Rather than an expression of their 

mental capabilities and of a creativity equal to 

that of their fathers, brothers and potential 

husbands, the nineteenth-century woman’s 

cultivation of myriad accomplishments 

served to expose her to the male spectator 

who, after careful consideration, may have become a suitor. This painting by Godward is one 

of many of the period in which women’s physicality rather than their mental cravings are 

centralised; Harriet may be performing the role of the muse Erato, yet she could not be further 

removed from an artistic career and material independence. Looking at the painting, the 

viewer’s eye is immediately drawn to the model’s body whose brightness makes it protrude 

from the relatively dark background; the light, diaphanous fabric in which Harriet is clothed is 

strongly suggestive of her body underneath. Her naked arms reaching for the lyre and her 

strangely bent back reveal that the painting seeks to portray the female body at its most sensual 

and uses the lyre as a specious argument to do so. Indeed, the model’s musical performance 

cannot but suffer in a pose which should be assumed to play the harp rather than the lyre. Erato 

strikingly illustrates the nineteenth-century reality that accomplishments served a social rather 

than an artistic cause. As Ann Bermingham argues, 

1.6 John William Godward, The Muse Erato at her 
Lyre, 1895, oil on canvas, Paris, Jacquemart-André 

Museum. 
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 accomplishments provided an occasion for women to display themselves while denying 

that this was, in fact, what was happening. Men, in turn, could […] size up a woman 

while appearing to judge a drawing. Accomplishments were intended to arouse 

masculine desire, yet desire could now be masked and displaced as a detached aesthetic 

judgment. (as cited by Wells 68)  

An accomplishment, then, was often simply an indirect means to engage in the act of voyeurism 

or exhibitionism, while holding up the appearance of obeying to the rules dictated by propriety. 

In Anne Brontë’s Tenant, the protagonist of the novel, Helen, is equally confronted with this 

reality as her suitor, Mr Huntingdon, having examined her artwork, comments upon the painted 

girl’s “girlhood just ripening into womanhood” and asks Helen why she did not give the girl in 

the painting black hair (1281). His desire is portrayed in his description of this girl growing into 

maturity and from his little disturbance at the painted girl’s hair colour – which he would have 

wanted to be black, as Helen’s hair is – one can deduce that he indeed transferred the painter to 

the painting and thus his desire is, successfully or not, “masked and displaced as a detached 

aesthetic judgment” (Bermingham as cited by Wells 68). In short, the notion of the 

accomplishment was an essential component in the discourse of femininity and mainly sought 

to subject the amateur artist to the dominant male gaze, whose interest does not reach beyond 

the hand that painted this bust or that vase with flowers and the mouth that produces those 

mellifluous tones. This particular type of activities women engaged in, then, only seemed to 

harden the already severe dichotomy between the male and the female in Victorian society.  
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1.3.2. Women’s Artistic Education 

Although, at one point in her youth, Charlotte seems to have ambitioned a career as a 

miniature painter, only the male sibling of the 

astonishingly creative Brontë quartet was granted the 

privilege of a personal art tutor (Kromm 374). While his 

sisters were engaged in the meticulous copying of art 

reproductions they found in magazines and books, 

Branwell, under the professional guidance of William 

Robinson, a distinguished local painter, was painting 

grandiose landscapes in oils and experimented with 

portraiture – a training that would prepare him for 

entrance to the Royal Academy Schools (Alexander 21). 

Yet, several of the Brontë sisters’ female contemporaries did receive more formal artistic 

training. In artist-families like the Madox Browns or the Goodalls, girls “gained access to 

tuition, materials and workspace” and were “encouraged to develop a professional attitude in 

contradistinction to the amateur practice which signified dependent domesticity” (Cherry 21). 

Still, this seeming liberal-mindedness of those families should be nuanced; first of all, they most 

often choose to train their daughters out of financial necessity – due to a surplus of women in 

nineteenth-century Britain, marriage was not guaranteed, hence the growing need for women 

to gain their own livelihood – and, secondly, a sharp division between boys’ and girls’ artistic 

education can be observed. While Eliza Goodall only had her father for a mentor, her brothers, 

among whom Frederick, attended classes at the Royal Academy (Cherry 22). Thus, though 

artist-families did offer their daughters the opportunity to become artists, their training was 

marked by sexual differentiation and was always combined with domestic duties. Also, besides 

the difference in training as compared to their brothers, the subject matter of woman’s art tended 

1.7 Gertrude Offord, Interior of the Old 
School of Art, 1897,  Norwich. 
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to occupy a “lower status in the artistic hierarchy to those practised by the male members of the 

dynasty” (Cherry 21). As is depicted in Gertrude Offord’s watercolour and pencil depiction of 

a formal art class for women (fig. 1.7), the woman artist, whether she trained at home or did get 

the opportunity to attend a proper art school, had to satisfy herself with the copying of busts, 

rather than real-life models, and flowers. The still lives women artists produced, however, were 

deemed inferior to the nudes and historical paintings only commissioned to male artists, and art 

criticism, intent on securing the boundaries between female amateurism and male 

professionalism, soon defined still life as merely decorative, “based on manual dexterity” 

instead of “intellectual content” (Cherry 25). Thus, in an attempt not to violate the discourses 

of femininity on the one hand and of male professionalism on the other hand, women’s artistic 

practices were often equated with non-threatening accomplishment-art, pleasant and 

entertaining, yet incapable of depth. 

Then, even if the lady artist, female artist or paintress 3 managed to overcome familial 

and social pressure that sought to keep her within the lower artistic echelons and destined her 

to be a craftswoman rather than an artist, as long as she did not attend the most prestigious art 

institution of the time, the Royal Academy, emblem of professional artistic activity, she could 

not truly compete with the age’s great male artists. Up to 1860, the Royal Academy had been 

excluding female students, and it was only through a long-lasting feminist campaign, set up in 

the 1840s by Anna Mary Howitt, Barbara Bodichon, Laura Herford and many others, that 

aspiring women artists first gained access (Cherry 54-57). However, the institution continued 

to differentiate between the sexes by installing separate curricula for women and, most 

importantly, by barring women from attending life-class, this being “the high point of academic 

training and the basis for the most valued forms of art”, without which, evidently, women were 

                                                           
3
 These derogatory names for women artists were, again, strategies of patriarchal society which sought to place 

women in an inferior category in order to maintain the distinction between male professionalism and female 

amateurism.  
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unable to claim their artistic equality to their male counterparts (Cherry 54). Of course, 

propriety and woman’s innocence and purity, eminent components of the discourse of 

femininity, would not allow women artists to portray a nude, but perhaps the main motive of 

this prohibition is to be found in patriarchal society’s fear that women artists would redefine 

the female nude, “that double sign of academic achievement and of women’s subordination in 

patriarchal culture” (Cherry 55). The nude, traditionally the domain of the male artist and the 

male spectator – hence M. Paul’s horror at finding Lucy’s scrutinizing of “The Cleopatra” in 

Charlotte Brontë’s Villette – had been essential in creating woman as a sign; if the woman artist 

were to widen her artistic practice to this age-old male prerogative, this would definitely alter 

the dynamics of power at work in patriarchal society (486). Hence the Royal Academy’s politics 

in procuring modified classes for female students. Frustrated in their attempts to get a proper 

education, many women artists left the RA Schools to relocate to minor art schools which, as 

opposed to the notorious Royal Academy 4, could not guarantee professional success, but did 

give women the opportunity to study life-drawing, be it of draped models, as with Aurora Leigh 

and her nereids, until at least the 1880s (Cherry 57). 

 

  

                                                           
4
 As Deborah Cherry remarks in Painting Women: Victorian Women Artists, “in debarring women, the Royal 

Academy denied them privileged access to hanging space in its annual exhibitions and appointment to its 

administrative and teaching posts” (65). Choosing to leave the RA, then, when female students finally had been 

admitted, had severe repercussions on women artists’ later careers, as they would lack the badge of professionalism 

which attendance to the RA guaranteed.  
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2.  “The Mirror Cracked From Side to Side”: The Abandonment of the 

Female Tradition of Mimicry in Jane Eyre, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall and 

“The Lady of Shalott” 

The nineteenth-century French writer and famous advocate of realism, Stendhal, may 

have compared the novel, and art by extrapolation, to a mirror which one carries down the road, 

yet the women artists in Jane Eyre, Tenant and “The Lady of Shalott” do much to distance 

themselves from a practice of precise copying and mimicry which was so closely related to 

accomplished women’s amateur art. Indeed, in “The Lady of Shalott”, the Lady’s abandonment 

of the mirror indicates her emergence as a professional woman artist who breaks with a 

stultifying tradition in which women were supposed to produce accurate depictions of nature, 

void of what Ruskin terms, “idea”, or detailed copies of artwork by male artists (12). Likewise, 

when Rochester suspects her of having copied a male master, Jane is most eager to claim her 

sketches as the seed of her own fancy and thereby inscribes herself into a different discourse 

than that commonly adopted by the accomplished lady. Tenant, then, displays Helen Graham’s 

artistic progress from accomplishment-art to a resolutely professional art which is perhaps most 

subversive in that she makes economic profit on it. Talking about the woman writer, Luce 

Irigaray deplores the fact that there has been “perhaps only one path, the one historically 

assigned to the feminine: that of mimicry” (Schad 7). Helen, Jane and the Lady, though, strive 

to loosen the chains of mimicry attached to them by the discourse of femininity. Thus, mindless 

of society’s curse and driven by their Romantic inspiration, they abandon the tower and the 

mirror to venture into unknown territory and embrace originality in art.  
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2.1.  Budding Women Artists and their Subtle Perversion of Proper Feminine Art 

Already very early on in Jane’s life and the novel itself, Jane’s predisposition for an 

artistic occupation which is fated to go beyond the boundaries of what is considered properly 

feminine expresses itself in the young girl’s adoption of the male art pupil’s stance. While 

Charlotte Brontë herself subscribed to the code of femininity as she practised a “fidelity to 

minutely copied originals [which] was the goal of young women’s art education in this period, 

and […] the hallmark of much of [Charlotte’s] sketching, drawing and coloring”, she did not 

subject her heroine to these ideological limitations (Dunn 34). That young Jane is endowed with 

extraordinary imaginative powers is clear from the start, as one can infer from her intense 

experience of “terror” in response to her examination of a two-dimensional vignette in Bewick’s 

History of British Birds, but it is not until she exchanges the chilling environment of Gateshead 

for Lowood School that her creative disposition will have more opportunity to bloom (C. Brontë 

6). During her first weeks at the “institution” for orphaned girls, Jane sketches “her first cottage” 

and feasts that same night “on the spectacle of ideal drawings” she hopes to execute one day 

(C. Brontë 41, 63). According to Christine Alexander, these drawings “are of the most 

conventional kind”, being “neither spontaneous nor original” but “images accepted by society” 

and mere “copies from prescribed manuals for young ladies” (18). However, though Jane does 

refer to the Dutch landscape painter, Aelbert Cuyp, when she pictures the bucolic landscapes 

she would like to draw some day, these do stem from her imagination and are by no means 

blunt reproductions (C. Brontë 63). The landscapes are indeed nothing like the visionary 

artworks which will draw Rochester’s attention later on, yet Jane’s use of the word “Cuyp-like” 

highlights that she is working in the manner of, not copying (C. Brontë 63). As boys destined 

to be dispatched to the Royal Academy would be experimenting with different styles and study 

the great masters in order to emulate them, Jane derives inspiration from the artistic tradition to 

conceive her own, individualised work, which under no circumstance avoids, as ladies’ artwork 
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was meant to, “invention and individual variation” (Kromm 377). Thus, young Jane’s ambitions 

may initially come across as a properly feminine pursuance of amateur art, yet they are, in truth, 

loaded with a subversive strain as they incorporate terminology belonging to the artistic 

education of young boys. At her early age, Jane already aspires to something that goes beyond 

straightforward mimicry.  

Likewise, Helen’s early artistic practice is equally marked by an ambition grossly 

exceeding the limits of accomplishment-art. When adding the finishing touches to what she had 

intended to be her “masterpiece”, Helen ruminates on “the great pains” she has taken with it 

and comments upon the different aspects of the painting, such as the bright sky, “the warm and 

brilliant lights, and deep, long shadows” by which she “had endeavoured to convey the idea of 

a sunny morning” (A. Brontë 1281). As Losano argues, “the statement convey the idea indicates 

something beyond mimetic reproduction; to convey an idea here is not simply to represent a 

landscape as it appears, but rather to represent it as it is felt or though. Helen deals here in ideas 

as well as images” (6). Helen goes on to dwell on “the somewhat presumptuous” design of her 

work, which again hints at her failure to observe the boundaries of the appropriately feminine, 

and admits to have “ventured to give more of the bright verdure of spring or early summer to 

the grass and foliage, than is commonly attempted in painting” (A. Brontë 1281, my italics). 

Her particular description of her practice hinders the reader to label her work as straightforward 

accomplishment-art. In Jane Eyre, the same strategy is used; when Jane describes the pictures 

which are under Rochester’s scrutiny, her account of her technique reveal the unwomanly 

nature of her artistic striving. The gems in the first picture are “touched with as brilliant tints as 

[her] palette could yield, and as glittering distinctness as [her] pencil could impart” (C. Brontë 

107). Furthermore, to Rochester’s astonishment, she has succeeded in painting wind, as the 

“grass and some leaves [are] slanting as if by a breeze” (C. Brontë 107). The personified 

Evening Star is rendered “in tints as dusk and soft as [she] could combine” and her lineaments 
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are “seen as through a suffusion of vapour” (C. Brontë 107). Jane Eyre’s paintings, even more 

so than Helen’s, of whom we get to see a more mature and professional art as her life progresses, 

soar high above the realm of accomplishment-art. Indeed, her description shows how much 

thought and effort she has put into them, in order to improve them and make them approach the 

image she had in mind. Mindless of the instructions of ladies’ art manuals or drawing masters, 

Jane and Helen develop their skills and invest their imaginative works with a spirit that 

transcends mimetic reproduction. In their verbal depictions of their art, Jane and Helen reveal 

themselves to be true autodidacts with highly unfeminine artistic aspirations and, thus, both 

novels oppose the age’s creed for female art with a “mechanical or practical rung” (Kromm 

377).  

2.2. The Explicit Contestation of the Parameters of Accomplishment-Art: Towards a New 

Contextual Frame of Artistic Professionalism 

2.2.1. No Diary, Nor a Pleasant Pastime: Providing the Patriarch with a New Schema to 

Approach Women’s Artwork 

Though Helen’s youthful work, like Jane’s, already reflects her aspirations to a higher 

art than that her sex is meant to practice, she still has to struggle with an audience determined 

to pigeon-hole her as a woman registering her emotional life rather than an artist whose work 

leads an existence of its own. When Helen has successfully escaped the tedious company of her 

elderly suitor, the aptly named Mr Boarham, she has scarcely settled to her work when Mr 

Huntingdon enters the room and sets himself before her painting to survey it. He regards it only 

for a few seconds, and then utters: 

‘Very pretty, i’faith!’ […] – ‘and a very fitting study for a young lady – Spring just 

opening into summer – morning just approaching noon – girlhood just ripening into 

womanhood – and hope just verging on fruition. She’s a sweet creature! but why 

didn’t you make her black hair?’ 

‘I thought light hair would suit her better. You see I have made her blue-eyed, and 
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plump, and fair and rosy.’ 

[…] ‘Sweet innocent! she’s thinking there will come a time when she will be wooed 

and won like that pretty hen-dove , by as fond and fervent a lover; and she’s thinking 

how pleasant it will be, and how tender and faithful he will find her.’ 

‘And perhaps,’ suggested I, ‘how tender and faithful she shall find him.’ (A. Brontë 

1281-1282) 

As Antonia Losano contends, in Huntingdon’s eyes, “Helen’s picture bears meaning only with 

reference to her self” (4). Huntingdon’s expression of wonder at the physical disparities 

between Helen and the girl in the painting reveals his incapability and unwillingness to 

approach women’s artwork outside of the patriarchal schema, which categorises it as 

accomplishment-art. Though Helen stresses it was her intention to render the girl thus and hence 

establishes a distinction between herself and her artwork, Huntingdon does not heed the 

contextual cues which seek to encourage him to adopt a new schema – that is, one in which 

woman’s artwork does not function as some sort of diary – but instead goes on with his 

biographical reading. That Helen is still situated within the confines of accomplishment-art, 

then, is partly her own doing, for, despite her earlier digression on the new techniques she 

adopts, she now goes along with Huntingdon’s affirmation of the self-referring symbolism of 

the painting in order to comment upon their relationship likewise.  

At another occasion, however, Helen does resist Huntingdon’s limited approach to her 

art. One evening, when a selected company finds itself in the drawing-room at the house of 

Helen’s aunt and uncle, the ladies of the company are engaged in the usual activity of showing 

off their accomplishments. The description of this scene from Helen’s premarital life, which is 

looked at retrospectively, points out accomplishment-art’s hidden agenda; indeed, it sought to 

expose women to her potential suitors (cf. supra). Furthermore, a sharp contrast is achieved 

with Helen’s current artistic practice, which renders her financially independent from the 
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patriarch as it allows her to earn her own living. However, though Helen’s artistic practice still 

has to mature a lot in order to loosen itself from associations with accomplishment-art, she does 

again oppose Huntingdon’s limited approach to her art, and this time she does so more 

resolutely. When Huntingdon makes noises of excitement at the viewing of her drawings, Helen 

looks up, expecting to gain some insight into how her art is viewed by her audience, to behold 

him “complacently gazing at the back of the picture”, where she had sketched his own face and 

forgot to rub it out (A. Brontë 1279). As he then goes on to scrutinize the backs of all her 

drawings so as to find visual confirmations of Helen’s adoration of him, Huntingdon’s interest 

in Helen’s art is established as purely egotistical and invasive. However, when he exults at 

finding another portrait of him, Helen, sick of this limited approach to her art, tears the portrait 

in two and throws it into the fire, thus seriously upsetting the patriarch, who “stared in mute 

amazement at the consuming treasure” (A. Brontë 1282). By burning the portrait, then, which 

symbolises the autobiographical context of her art and thus threatens the serious status she 

aspires to, Helen successfully treads the path to the professional art she will produce later on.  

With Gilbert, despite of his many deficiencies and often contradictory behaviour – 

sometimes he acknowledges Helen as a fully-fledged artist, but at other times he tries to direct 

her again into submission by trying to make her adopt the discourse of femininity – Anne Brontë 

shows that the woman artist can urge the patriarch and, thus, society as a whole, to acquire 

another schema. When Gilbert and his siblings call on Helen for the first time and are ushered 

into her studio, he asks her why she has given a different name to the painting of Wildfell Hall 

he finds there (A. Brontë 1210). Helen’s response is at once a claim for her professionalism, as 

she says she wishes to conceal her present abode from certain acquaintances who may 

“recognise the style in spite of the false initials” (A. Brontë 1210, my italics). By referring to 

her possession of a particular style, but also by the very room the company find themselves in, 
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which is governed by Helen’s painting apparatus 5, Helen determines the contextual frame of 

her art, which should convince her audience that it is not in the least to be reduced to a feminine 

accomplishment. Furthermore, she cautiously guides Gilbert so that he will interpret her art 

correctly; when a remark of hers prompts him to ask whether she does not “intend to keep the 

picture”, she answers, “No; I cannot afford to paint for my own amusement” (A. Brontë 1210-

1211). Thus, she clearly distances her art from that of the accomplished lady, for whom this 

would have been a divertissement. As she is absent for a little while due to another visitor, 

Gilbert amuses himself with looking at the pictures, as did Huntingdon earlier in Helen’s life 

and, like Huntingdon, he invades into the woman’s privacy by turning a painting which is 

hidden behind another one and has its face directed to the wall: 

It was the portrait of a gentleman in the full prime of youthful manhood – handsome 

enough, and not badly executed; but, if done by the same hand as the others, it was 

evidently some years before; for there was far more careful minuteness of detail, and 

less of that freshness of colouring and freedom of handling, that delighted and surprised 

me in them. (A. Brontë 1212) 

Gilbert’s ruminations on the portrait do much credit to Helen’s art, as they appear to 

acknowledge her development as an artist, and his thoughts on the “freshness of colouring and 

freedom of handling” grant the artist the individual style which she had claimed earlier (A. 

Brontë 1212). The different approach Helen’s two suitors, first Huntingdon and now Gilbert, 

take to her art is remarkable. While Huntingdon, in an attempt to discover the recordings of the 

artist’s inner life, turned the drawings to survey the back, Gilbert turns them to survey the front, 

thus showing his interest in the art itself. Yet, when Helen returns and Gilbert says, “I fear it 

will be considered an act of impertinence […] to presume to look at a picture that the artist has 

                                                           
5 I will come back to the importance of her studio in the fourth chapter of this study.  
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turned to the wall; but may I ask – ”, Helen immediately checks his question fearing that he, 

too, will try to find out about the man portrayed and, consequently, would parallel Huntingdon 

in his biographical reading of her art (A. Brontë 1212). However, unlike with Huntingdon 

earlier, Helen’s intended contextual frame is not dismantled, for Gilbert only wanted to find out 

whether it was a painting of her hand, as he was confused by the discrepancy between her 

previous and her current style (A. Brontë 1212). Thus, Helen does succeed in imposing a new 

schema upon the patriarch, one which does give serious credit to her art. 

Jane, too, manages to direct Rochester towards a new way of interpreting women’s 

artwork, first of all by refusing to yield to his biographical reading. Even though Jane, when 

advertising for a position of governess, locates her drawing skills within her “catalogue of 

accomplishments”, she does expostulate when Rochester takes a look at her sketches and, 

doubting the young woman’s authorship, says, “I don’t know whether they were entirely of 

your doing: probably a master aided you?” (C. Brontë 74, 106). In her vehement denial of his 

patriarchal assumption, both Rochester as well as the reader can sense the “pride” of the artist, 

a pride which Jane and Helen, who goes to great lengths to oppose Gilbert’s numerous attempts 

to categorise her artistic practice as an accomplishment rather than a professional activity, have 

in common and from which one can infer their awareness of their own professionalism (C. 

Brontë 106). Yet, even though Rochester is clearly puzzled by Jane’s work and seems to 

recognise its quality – which, through his assumption about the drawing master’s intervention 

in the work, aligns it with masculine, serious art – he nevertheless forms a continual threat to 

Jane’s artistic status, as he, perhaps not always deliberately, tries to categorise her as a mere 

accomplished lady. At one point, Rochester resembles Huntingdon as he tries to link Jane’s 

artwork to her emotional landscape, asking, “Were you happy when you painted these 

pictures?” (C. Brontë 107). Jane, however, fends off this autobiographical reading of her work 

by focusing entirely on the gratification she, as an artist, got from painting her pictures rather 
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than expanding on the mood that inspired their subjects, saying, “I was absorbed, sir: yes, and 

I was happy. To paint them, in short, was to enjoy one of the keenest pleasures I have ever 

known” (C. Brontë 108). Her defence, then, proves itself to have been effective, for Rochester’s 

ensuing questions are all concerned with the techniques she adopted. In his eagerness to unravel 

what as yet remains a mystery to him, Rochester exposes himself now as quite a layman in the 

field of painting; he asks about the strange tints she has used, the time the paintings took her, 

how she was able to make the eyes in the Evening Star “so clear, and yet not at all brilliant” 

and how she had learnt “to paint wind” (C. Brontë 108). Thus, though Jane formerly did define 

her drawing talent as an accomplishment for the sake of obtaining a living, her defence of her 

own work when Rochester is scrutinising it and her successful effort to prevent him from 

reading it in an autobiographical way do nullify her former self-deprecation and reveal the 

extent to which she distances herself from mere accomplishment-art.  

2.2.2. The Difficulty of Maintaining a ‘Professional’ Position: The Fluidity of Categories in 

Jane Eyre and The Tenant of Wildfell Hall 

Yet, despite Jane’s perseverance in distancing her work from accomplishment-art and 

her success at making Rochester focus on the work itself rather than on her, it cannot be denied 

that Rochester’s curiosity about Jane the woman led him to invade her portfolio, which he first 

tried to read autobiographically. As Juliette Wells argues,  

on a personal level […], the interest that Jane’s drawings spark in Rochester marks a 

crucial stage in the progress of their mutual attraction. Her creativity and skill intrigue 

him, while his attention and estimation gratify her. In this sense, Jane’s art, in spite of 

its unusual content and skill, serves a very conventional purpose: as an accomplishment 

that catches the notice of a man (78). 

However, one must be careful to interpret this passage as promoting the primary function of 

accomplishment-art. Rather than straightforwardly asserting that women – permitted they are 
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allowed the same opportunities – are as capable of producing great art as men are, the novel 

seeks to confuse the boundaries between the masculine and the feminine, between serious art 

and amateur art. Instead of proposing a radically new discourse, Jane Eyre appears to blend the 

discourse of feminism, which makes a claim for female artistic professionalism, and the 

discourse of femininity, which seeks to categorise female artistic practice as an accomplishment 

and a pretext for attracting suitors. Initially, Rochester attempts to draw a confession from 

Jane’s lips by his haughty announcement that he will scrutinise her portfolio and decide on the 

“originality” of its contents – which, if positive, would lift it out of the realm of 

accomplishment-art (C. Brontë 106). His further impartation that he “can recognise patchwork” 

and his reference to the pictures as “copies”, demonstrate the binary thinking which demands 

Jane’s artwork to be judged at either end of the artistic spectrum –that is, either as woman’s 

reproductive art or man’s original and revered art (C. Brontë 106). Gradually, however, in its 

many contradictions, the passage undercuts the possibility of a dichotomised perception of the 

world. While Rochester’s interest in Jane’s art is unfeigned and he appears to acknowledge her 

artistic merit by saying, “I daresay you did exist in a kind of artist’s dreamland while you blent 

and arranged these strange tints”, slightly later he does redeem his former praise by asserting 

Jane had not yet “enough of the artist’s skill and science to give it full being” (C. Brontë 108). 

Again and again, both Jane and, progressively, Rochester too hesitate in proclaiming strict 

definitions, and thus the novel, disallowing characters to define one another according to 

custom, strives to unbalance the ruling ideology which presumes the world to be separable into 

absolute categories.  

Despite their claim to originality and innovation, Helen’s youthful artistic aspirations, 

as I argued, remain anchored within the realm of accomplishment-art, and her later work 

generally suffers from the lack of acknowledgement by the novel’s central characters, among 

whom Gilbert. Unlike Jane Eyre, whose puzzling art firmly keeps aloof from strict 
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categorisation within the boundaries of female amateurism, Helen only seems to liberate herself 

fully from these constraints by entering the marketplace. Indeed, it is not so much the contents 

of her artwork rather than a repeated reminder of her economic position which seems a recurrent 

strategy in warding off Gilbert’s attempts to define her work as accomplishment-art. When, at 

one point, Helen receives Gilbert in her studio in response to his enquiring after a painting she 

had been working on for some time, she, perhaps anticipating the possible harm this moment 

of male scrutiny may bring to her art, immediately frames the viewing within an economic 

context as she says, “It is finished and framed, all ready for sending away” (A. Brontë 1227). 

Gilbert, now, is reminded that the painting is to be sent to a gallery or something of the sort, 

where it will be sold and supply the painter with a sum – a useful strategy of Helen’s, for Gilbert, 

unlike Huntingdon, regards the painting as she intended: as a professional work of art. 

Similarly, when at another occasion Helen and Gilbert are strolling in a garden and Gilbert’s 

conversation again associates Helen’s artwork with imitation and divertissement, central 

notions of accomplishment-art, Helen’s abrupt answer fends off Gilbert’s condescension by 

referring to her economic status: 

‘I almost wish I were not a painter,’ observed my companion [that is, Helen]. 

‘Why so? One would think at such a time you would most exult in your privilege of 

being able to imitate the various brilliant and delightful touches of nature.’ 

‘No; for instead of delivering myself up to the full enjoyment of them as others do, I 

am always troubling my head about how I could produce the same effect upon canvas; 

and as that can never be done, it is mere vanity and vexation of spirit. 

‘Perhaps you cannot do it to satisfy yourself, but you may and do succeed in delighting 

others with the result of your endeavours.’  

‘Well, after all I should not complain: perhaps few people gain their livelihood with so 

much pleasure in their toil as I do.’  (A. Brontë 1235, my italics) 
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Firstly, Helen repels the threat Gilbert’s vocabulary poses to her status as an artist – that is, his 

choice of the verb, “to imitate” – by referring to the intellectual effort her art demands, a device 

which aids in distancing it from merry amateur art which exists rather to amuse or occupy 

oneself and does not demand too much mental activity. His reply, then, seeks to counter her 

first defence; he urges her to delight others with her art and hence again refers to a feature of 

accomplishment-art. To this intimation of the possible frivolity of her art, Helen answers by 

resolutely referring to her professionalism; she uses the word, “toil” and again stresses that her 

artistic practice allows her to “gain” a “livelihood” (A. Brontë 1235). Thus, Helen’s 

professionalism is continuously at stake and the only way for her to omit confinement within 

the discourse of femininity is to refer to the economic profit she makes on her art. 

2.2.3. The Transition from Amateur to Professional in “The Lady of Shalott” 

Though many different readings can be made of “The Lady of Shalott” and Tennyson 

himself stated that “poetry is like shot-silk with many glancing colours. Every reader must find 

his own interpretation according to his ability, and according to his sympathy with the poet”, 

there is quite some critical acclaim for the interpretation in which the Lady figures as artist (as 

cited by Joseph 7). According to Kathy Alexis Psomiades, “the poem opposes the Lady’s 

private artistic activity to the real world outside her tower and constructs that opposition as a 

problem” (27). However, while Psomiades claims that “aesthetic activity […] is fundamentally 

shaped by the Lady’s separation from the outside world” and sees this separation as a “necessary 

condition of production”, I would like to propose a reading of the poem which coheres with the 

context in which the woman artist found herself at the time (28). As I discussed already 

elaborately in the first chapter of this study, women artists had to face the difficulty that their 

art was often categorised along with that of accomplished young ladies with no professional 

ambition nor creative genius. This amateurish persecution of the arts was an inherent part of 

women’s education, but in no way meant to nurture women artists. Indeed, accomplishment-art 
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was most often practised indoors and was not meant to contain any originality – art manuals 

rather tended to encourage women to become “machine[s] of reproduction” (Kromm 376). This 

considered, the poem’s representation of the Lady weaving her “magic web with colours gay”, 

depicting the “shadows of the world” appearing in the mirror – an indirect medium to observe 

reality, as are the engravings in those magazines owned by the Brontës – appears to refer to the 

practice of the accomplished lady, who is equally restricted to those domestic “four gray walls, 

and four gray towers” (l. 15), symbols of patriarchy which seeks to curb women’s professionally 

artistic endeavours. Also, the nature of the song the Lady sings during her residence in the tower 

makes the association with imitative art all the more credible; the song is perceived as “cheerly” 

(l. 30) by the reapers and has no considerable impact as it merely “echoes” (l. 30) – here the 

link with female reproductive art is too palpable to ignore. Consequently, rather than 

“representing the life of the imagination [which] can be destroyed by the desire to enter into a 

more public, actual life”, the confinement of the Lady within the tower, where she can only 

reproduce the images she observes in the mirror, seems to evoke the amateurish art pursued by 

young ladies (Johnson as cited by Psomiades 30). 

If the mirror and the Lady’s activity within the tower represent her practice of a domestic, 

secondary art associated with accomplished young ladies, the moment she utters “I am half sick 

of shadows” (l. 71), her artistic ambition leaps up and demonstrates the insufficiency of mimicry 

art. Strikingly, while women for ages had been a source of inspiration for male artists, the usual 

relationship between artist and artwork seems to be inverted as it is “bold Sir Lancelot[‘s]” 

appearance (l. 77) which invites the Lady to renounce her accomplishment-art and enter the 

realm of a worthier art. When the web, in which she had been weaving the mirror’s reflections, 

flies out of the window, the Lady has fully relinquished her reproductive art – a fact confirmed 

when the epitomisation of her copying practice, the mirror, “crack[s] from side to side” (l. 115). 
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Driven by her inspiration, the “curse” which has come upon her 6, she sets out and now 

composes a living portrait, even a Gesamtkunstwerk as she sings a song when floating down to 

Camelot. Her transition from amateur to professional artist seems highlighted by the remarkable 

contrast between the emptiness of her previous echoing songs and the “carol, mournful, holy, / 

Chanted loudly, chanted lowly” (ll. 145-146) she brings now. As Gray mentions, “it is no 

accident that only after she has made this choice [to pursue a higher art] does her song develop 

[…] into something more fully realized […] –even if it is her swansong” (52). Furthermore, the 

reception of her new type of art sharply contrasts with that of the earlier tones, which were 

perceived as “cheerly” (l. 30); her audience is now inspired with fear and tries to unravel the 

meaning of her art. To conclude, the poem’s specific imagery, such as the reflections which the 

Lady registers in her tapestry and the breaking of the mirror, as well its contrastive handling of 

the Lady’s artistic products stress the Lady of Shalott’s transition from accomplishment-art to 

a more serious, masculine type of art. While in Jane Eyre and Tenant the boundaries between 

two types of art are not always that easy to trace, the Lady’s breach with amateur art is rather 

straightforward.  

 

2.3. Romantic Aesthetics in Jane Eyre, “The Lady of Shalott” and Tenant: On Visionary Art, 

Curses of Inspiration and the Sublime 

One of the strongest supporting arguments of the three heroines’ artistic genius, however, 

consists of the literary works’ adherence to a Romantic discourse, a tactics which utterly 

removes the women artists from associations with reproductive art. As Sara Lodge mentions, 

all the inmates of the Haworth parsonage were fervent readers of the great Romantic authors, 

such as Shelley, Coleridge and Wordsworth (146). This considered, it is easy to trace these 

                                                           
6
 The curse as a metaphor of the Lady’s burst of inspiration is further explored in 2.3, in which I tackle the 

poem’s adoption of the discourse of Romanticism. 
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Romantic influences in their works. The association of Anne and Charlotte’s heroines’ artistic 

production with the great art of the Romantic tradition marvellously proclaims women’s 

creative genius and can be considered one of the works’ most brilliant strategies to decompose 

the prevailing discourse of femininity which sought to categorise women’s art within the 

boundaries of mimicry. Tennyson, too, “was fully responsive to the fresh impetus of the great 

Romantics” and seems to link the Lady’s art to that of this tradition (Shannon 212). By making 

the heroines inscribe themselves in the discourse of Romanticism, the novels and the poem 

appear to make a strong claim for women’s art, which is now at too great odds with that of the 

accomplished lady to be categorised along with it. 

While Helen Graham and even the Lady of Shalott’s roles as artist are quite 

straightforward, Jane Eyre’s occasional drawing practices seem to place her, ambivalently, “in 

the gray area between a merely accomplished woman and a true artist” and, furthermore, their 

nature has induced critics to reduce this artistic practice of Jane to an “imaginative or symbolic 

self-expression” (Hagan and Wells 5; Losano 47). Indeed, Juliette Wells argues that the 

personal aspects of Jane’s artwork threaten to push it “back toward the realm of feminine 

accomplishment” (72). Thus, Wells appears to align with those critics who consider Tenant’s 

portrayal of Helen’s professionalism a much stronger claim for women’s artistic capabilities. 

Yet, these assertions, focussing that much on the autobiographical as characteristic to 

accomplishment-art, seem oblivious of the striking associations between the nature of Jane’s 

artwork and the beliefs propagated by the Romantic artist, be s/he poet or painter. In his Preface 

to Lyrical Ballads, William Wordsworth “[locates] the source of a poem not in outer nature but 

in the psychology of the individual poet” and, furthermore, asserts that “the essential materials 

of a poem were not the external people and events it represented but the inner feelings of the 

author, or external objects only after these have been transformed by the author’s feelings” 

(Stillinger 8-9). When Rochester asks for Jane’s portfolio to “scrutinise each sketch and 
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painting”, Jane’s descriptions of her work reveal the ardent strain of Romanticism inherent to 

it (C. Brontë 106):  

The first represented clouds low and livid, rolling over a swollen sea […]. One gleam 

of light lifted into relief a half-submerged mast, on which sat a cormorant, dark and 

large, with wings flecked with foam […].Sinking below the bird and mast, a drowned 

corpse glanced through the green water […]. The second picture contained for 

foreground only the dim peak of a hill, with grass and some leaves slanting as if by a 

breeze. Beyond and above spread an expanse of sky, dark blue as at twilight: rising into 

the sky was a woman’s shape to the bust, portrayed in tints as dusk and soft as I could 

combine. The dim forehead was crowned with a star; the lineaments below were seen 

as through a suffusion of vapour; the eyes shone dark and wild; the hair streamed 

shadowy, like a beamless cloud torn by storm or by electric travail. On the neck lay a 

pale reflection like moonlight; the same faint lustre touched the train of thin clouds from 

which rose and bowed this vision of the Evening Star. The third showed the pinnacle of 

an iceberg piercing a polar winter sky: a muster of northern lights reared their dim 

lances, close serried, along the horizon. Throwing these into distance, rose, in the 

foreground, a head, -a colossal head, inclined towards the iceberg, and resting against 

it. Two thin hands, joined under the forehead, and supporting it, drew up before the 

lower features a sable veil; a brow quite bloodless, white as bone, and an eye hollow 

and fixed, blank of meaning but for the glassiness of despair, alone were visible. (C. 

Brontë 107, my italics) 

As with Helen’s artwork, Jane’s scenes are not the truthful, idealess depictions of nature the 

accomplished lady would have rendered and, what induced Jane Eyre’s critics to term them 

autobiographical, the landscapes are “transformed by the author’s feelings” and are, 

subsequently, endowed “with human life, passion, and expressiveness” –typical features of 
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Romantic art (Stillinger 9, 11). Furthermore, the extreme setting of the pictures – a wrecked 

ship on a “swollen sea”, “a dim peak of a hill” overhung by a threatening sky and a “pinnacle 

of an iceberg piercing a polar sky” – evoke the notion of the sublime even more strongly than 

does Helen’s painting practice, which I will discuss shortly (C. Brontë 107). The mysterious 

creatures, such as the  personified Evening Star, the corpse and, no albatross 7, but a cormorant, 

frequenting these dreary places, appear “stark and solitary against a natural background”, a 

striking characteristic of Wordsworthian imagery (Stillinger 16). Indeed, the pictures, in their 

“poetic engagements with fantasized landscapes and strange passions”, are suffused with the 

principles underlying Romantic art and distance Jane both from purely mimetic art and the 

autobiographical (Stillinger 14). 

Jane’s affiliation with Romanticism is not just something she declares herself; Charlotte 

Brontë’s claim for Jane’s – and women’s, by extrapolation – creative abilities is confirmed by 

the novel’s patriarch who may, together with the nineteenth-century reader, marvel at the 

artistic genius of the heroine. Rochester is very much puzzled by Jane’s artwork and both his 

and Jane’s response to it point out the Romantic nature of the pictures. On his question whether 

she felt “self-satisfied with the result of [her] ardent labours”, she responds: “Far from it. I was 

tormented by the contrast between my idea and my handiwork: in each case I had imagined 

something which I was quite powerless to realise” (C. Brontë 108). Talking about the Romantic 

period, Jack Stillinger says that “the most poetic poetry was defined as much by what was 

absent as by what was present: the poem, in this understanding, was a fragmentary trace of an 

original conception that was too grand ever to be fully realized” (15). Jane’s remark about 

having “wrought out but a pale portrait of the thing [she] had conceived”, then, again inscribes 

her work in the artistic discourse of Romanticism (C. Brontë 108). Additionally, when 

Rochester asserts that “these eyes in the Evening Star you must have seen in a dream”, he seems 

                                                           
7
 See Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “The Rime of the Ancyent Marinere”. 
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to situate Jane within a tradition of visionary artists such as, for instance, Samuel Taylor 

Coleridge (C. Brontë 108). Certainly, both Rochester’s remark and Jane’s words are strongly 

reminiscent of Coleridge’s account of the conception of one of his most mysterious poems. In 

his Preface to “Kubla Khan, Or, A Vision in a Dream, A Fragment”, Coleridge writes how he, 

when reading a volume recounting the life of the Khan Kubla 8, fell asleep “from the effects of 

[an anodyne]” and, 

continued for about three hours in a profound sleep, at least of the external senses, during 

which time he had the most vivid confidence, that he could not have composed less than 

from two to three hundred lines; if that indeed can be called composition in which all 

the images rose up before him as things, with a parallel production of the correspondent 

expressions, without any sensation or consciousness of effort. On awaking he appeared 

to himself to have a distinct recollection of the whole, and taking his pen, ink, and paper, 

instantly and eagerly wrote down the lines that are here preserved. (Coleridge 184) 

Jane’s artwork comes to her in a strikingly similar way: “the subjects [of her pictures] had, 

indeed risen vividly on [her] mind” and, having seen them “with the spiritual eye”, “before 

[she] attempted to embody them, they were striking” (C. Brontë 107). However, as with 

Coleridge who, having been interrupted, only “retained some vague and dim recollection of the 

general purpose of the vision” and struggled to capture “what had been originally […] given to 

him”, Jane feels she cannot capture her vision either (Coleridge 186). Though the medium they 

adopt to transmit their vision differs, they coincide in that both are plagued by their inability to 

capture the form, be it verse or image. Jane’s pictures may be effectuated in watercolours and 

not in a more dignified medium such as oils, yet her artistic genius is confirmed by both herself 

                                                           
8 The volume in question is “Purchas’s Pilgrimage” and the sentence the author read before he fell asleep the 

following: “Here the Khan Kubla commanded a palace to be built, and a stately garden thereunto. And thus ten 

miles of fertile ground were inclosed with a wall” (Coleridge 184). 
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and Rochester, as their words establish a link between Jane’s artwork and the fruits of a great 

poetic tradition. As a result, Jane soars high above the realm of accomplishment-art.  

Likewise, “The Lady of Shalott” is invested with a Romantic spirit which positions the 

leading woman artist firmly within the realm of great art. Even though the medieval setting of 

Tennyson’s poem does much to detach it from the poet’s world, the creative practices of the 

Lady have often lead to a particular reading of the poem as representing Tennyson’s own ideas 

about art. Linda Gill, for instance, affirms that the poem “articulates […] the Romantic aesthetic 

ideal which theorized that poetry and imaginative subjectivity could only exist in isolation and 

autonomy” (111). However, while Gill does admit that the Lady, by signing her boat, “publicly 

articulate[s] her status as a subject”, in claiming that the Lady’s abandonment of the tower 

symbolises the end of her artistic career she appears to ignore the omnipresence of the Romantic 

aesthetic ideal which enters the poem once the Lady ventures to confront the curse of which “a 

whisper” (l. 39) warned her (115, 110). Indeed, rather than resulting, as Gill states, “in the loss 

of her art and her death”, the curse is “essential to the experience of creating art”, for in order 

to become an artist one must surrender “oneself to a higher power, to a Muse or other source of 

inspiration” (Gill 110; Gray 46). In a letter to John Taylor, Keats jots down a few axioms which 

he believes must be heeded in order to write good poetry. One of them states that “if Poetry 

comes not as naturally as the Leaves to a tree it had better not come at all” (Keats 380). 

Wordsworth, too, even though he agreed that “the composition of a poem originates from 

emotion recollected in tranquillity and may be preceded and followed by reflection”, believes 

that “the immediate act of composition must be spontaneous – arising from impulse and free 

from rules” (as cited by Stillinger 10). These Romantic creeds taken into consideration, the 

Lady’s sudden impulse to look at the raw world directly, without the intervention of a mirror, 

and then to await dusk at the river banks to create a unique and puzzling piece of performance 

art appears to pinpoint the curse as a sudden flash of inspiration which occasions the creation 
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an original artwork. Also, noting these essentially Romantic characteristics of the poem, the 

ending, which some have thought to render the Lady a mere object to Lancelot’s gaze, is not as 

straightforwardly patriarchal as it seems (cf. infra). 

The curse, then, divides two aesthetic worlds; firstly, that of accomplishment-art – or, 

another plausible interpretation, the realm of a purely mimetic art which seeks to capture the 

world exactly as it is and refrains from “giving [it] the interest of novelty by the modifying 

colours of imagination” (Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, 478). Secondly, there is the world of 

a higher art which the Lady enters as soon as the curse of inspiration has come upon her; it is a 

world which one not always has access to, divinely inspired, as it were, and eminently 

Romantic. When in the tower, the Lady’s weaving of definite images, reflections caught in the 

mirror, seems to exemplify what Coleridge calls the “fancy”, “no other than a mode of memory 

emancipated from the order of time and space [… which] must receive all of its materials ready 

made from the law of association” (Biographia Literaria, 478). Until she is driven to pursue a 

different kind of art, the Lady’s action is passive and mechanic, its product a collection of 

images which already exist. As Edgar Shannon argues, the Lady’s magic web, “though 

colourful, in conformity with the phenomena that she perceives, is but a chronicle”, and “since 

the product of her loom is endless, it is presumably formless” and has no “higher purpose than 

her desire for self-preservation” (212). Therefore, from the Romantic point of view – which is 

adopted in the second half of the poem as soon as the mirror has broken and the curse has come 

upon the Lady – the Lady’s craft is utterly inferior to what Coleridge, in his Biographia 

Literaria describes as the primary and the secondary imagination: 

The primary imagination I hold to be the living power and prime agent of all human 

perception, and as a repetition of the finite mind of the eternal act of creation in the 

infinite I AM. The secondary I consider as an echo of the former, coexisting with the 

conscious will, yet still as identical with the primary in the kind of its agency, and 
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differing only in degree, and in the mode of its operation. It dissolves, diffuses, 

dissipates, in order to recreate; or where this process is rendered impossible, yet still, at 

all events, its struggles to idealise and to unify. It is essentially vital, even as all objects 

(as objects) are essentially fixed and dead (477-478). 

For Coleridge, real poetry, and great art by extension, is not something which one can create 

wilfully. It must come, as Keats too says, naturally, and it must stem from the imagination, 

which is active and organic. In the latter half of “The Lady of Shalott”, the reader is confronted 

with a Romantic artist, who, as in Jane Eyre, is associated with the Coleridgean visionary as 

she, right before she commences her artwork, is described as “some bold seër in a trance” (l. 

128). Furthermore, her artwork can be considered Romantic since it is able to awaken the minds 

of the knights of Camelot “from the lethargy of custom” and inspire them with feelings of 

wonder, dread even – yet no terror, which is not the goal of Romantic art (Coleridge, Biographia 

Literaria, 478). Finally, the Lady’s apparent objectification, then, may also be read as the self-

revelatory strain which dominates Romantic art and makes the artist create his own dwelling in 

his art. 9 

While the reception of Jane’s and the Lady of Shalott’s artwork confirmed its Romantic 

nature, Helen Graham at first seems unable to bewilder her audience with hers. During a seaside 

picnic which the village company had urged Helen to engage in, she abandons her role as a 

woman to take on that of artist, aspiring to solitude in order to contemplate the magnificence of 

the scene. Thus, she “proceed[s] along the steep, stony hill, to a loftier, more precipitous 

eminence at some distance, whence a still finer prospect was to be had, where she preferred 

taking her sketch, though some of the ladies told her it was a frightful place, and advised her 

not to attempt it” (A. Brontë 1123). The extremity of the location and her longing for existential 

                                                           
9
 The self-revelatory aspects of the Lady’s artwork is something I will come back to in the fourth chapter of this 

study. 
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loneliness seem to align Helen with the Romantic artist, yet Gilbert soon intrudes upon her 

solitude to rivet his attention more on Helen’s form than on her sketch. At the latter he only 

looks to deprecate it by his feeling of superiority, thinking “if I had but a pencil and a morsel 

of paper, I could make a lovelier sketch than hers, admitting I had the power to delineate 

faithfully what is before me” (A. Brontë 1224, my italics). However, in this very slight to 

Helen’s creative talents, Gilbert aids to distance her artwork from the realm of accomplishment-

art. His lexical choice of the word “lovelier” and the phrase “to delineate faithfully what is 

before me” evokes this particular type of mimetic reproduction which women were supposed 

to engage in (A. Brontë 1224). Thus, his remark appears to inscribe himself in the discourse of 

femininity, while Helen, as Nora Seillei remarks, “is presented at work […] as the iconic 

Romantic artist desiring to reach for, to experience and to represent the sublime, a key aesthetic 

category in Romanticism, which is also highly gendered” (11). While Gilbert is more inclined 

to contemplate the beautiful in the form of Helen, Helen contemplates the sublime, as she is 

seated at “a narrow ledge of rock at the very verge of the cliff which descended with a steep, 

precipitous slant, quite down to the rocky shore” and gazes at the infinite sea as its waves break 

into a raw shore – Romantic indeed, and highly subversive, as the normative artistic stances are 

inverted (A. Brontë 1223).  

2.4. Drawing up the Balance: From a Discourse of Femininity to a Discourse of Feminism 

In this chapter, I have meant to display how the women artists in Jane Eyre, Tenant and 

“The Lady of Shalott” break with the tradition of mimicry in which female artistic production 

had almost always been framed. In order to do so, they must necessarily dismiss the discourse 

of femininity which prescribed amateur, reproductive art, idealess and strongly antithetical to 

male artistic professionalism, as normative for women. In these literary works, the mirror of 

mimicry and the ensuing patriarchal regulation of women’s lives is smashed to pieces when the 

women artists confront their audience – which consists not only of the patriarchs they love, but 
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the nineteenth-century reader likewise – with their creative genius. By means of their artistic 

practice, the particular content of their art but also by the way in which they market themselves 

– think for instance of Helen’s focus on her moneymaking – they adopt a feminist discourse 

and avoid the equation of the woman artist with the accomplished lady. The audience, then, is 

supplied with a new schema to interpret women’s art, art which, though it condemns the male 

artistic tradition’s cruelty to women’s subjectivity, does incorporate features of that tradition by 

inscribing itself in the discourse of Romanticism, hence making a valuable claim for its own 

importance. Thus, while deconstructing the discourse of femininity, Jane, Helen and the Lady 

assume a feminist discourse which, ultimately, neutralises the gender of the professional artist 

by suggesting that women, too, can function as subjects instead of objects in the great artistic 

traditions. Though their struggle with the patriarch is not an easy one, nor an ephemeral one, 

these three women artists do manage to distance themselves from accomplishment-art 

successfully and therefore open up a space for women in the realm of professional art. 

3. The Fearful Female Gaze : Women Artists and the Erosion of Male 

Supremacy 

In their deconstruction of the old and subsequent mapping out of a new artistic discourse in 

which women are released from their age-old object-status to take on more active and creative 

roles, Jane Eyre, Tenant and “The Lady of Shalott” must of course address one of the strongest 

components of the patriarchal artistic discourse; that is, the notion that gazing is man’s 

prerogative. As Carol David asserts, “historically, women sitting for portraits have not looked 

directly at either the artist or viewer” (14). Most often, their gaze is averted – if not erased, as 

in the figure of the dying or dead woman – and thus reflects their powerless position in a society 

regulated by men.  As I have hinted at already when discussing Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s 

idealisation of his models, traditionally, women in paintings tend to be projections of the male 
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creator or male observer’s desire rather than actual individuals. Indeed, as Deborah Cherry 

remarks,  

it is possible to identify similar features and devices in Rossetti’s drawings of various female 

models, all of which encode femininity as delicacy and dependency through the reiteration 

of supine pose, drooping head, lowered eyes. These drawings operated within an emergent 

regime of representation and signification in which woman was produced as an explicitly 

visual image. The drawings were thus sites for the redefinition of femininity in the social 

order of sexual difference in which woman as visual sign was appropriated for the masculine 

gaze (85).  

In short, the male-centred artistic tradition seems to have turned women into abstract concepts; 

rather than depicting a concrete human being, they are signs functioning in a discourse which 

supports their own subjection, signs of male creativity or male desire, for instance. According 

to Iren Annus, there are “two sets of key attributes related to gazing in the dominant European 

traditions” (139). Firstly, the gaze “has been tied to the power and ownership of the gazer over 

the object of the gaze, that is, both the painting itself and the site/figure depicted in it” (Annus 

139). Secondly, he says that the female body depicted on the canvas should be “interpreted as 

the visual signifier of its Other, the gazer” (Annus 139). Not only is the painted woman very 

often robbed of her power of looking; she is simultaneously confined to a mere existence as the 

“mirror of masculinity, the object of male desire, and the sign of male power over it” (Annus 

139). It is against this regime that several poets, novelists as well as visual artists, among whom 

Siddall herself, react. In this chapter, I mean to examine the gazing politics in the three literary 

works central to this study, as well as in a selection of Christina Rossetti’s poetry. More 

particularly, I intend to highlight the scenes in which the usual dynamics of gazing is subverted. 

While Jane, for instance, claims her own identity and thus refuses to function as a sign, Christina 

Rossetti’s model in “In an Artist’s Studio” inverts the male gaze and appears to install a 
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matriarchy. In these works, women are allowed to gaze, at themselves, but, more importantly, 

at men and at art; in short, “the repressive system that dictates who may look” is overthrown 

and the typical recipient of the gaze is often inverted (David 14). In their appropriation of a 

gaze of their own, these women artists reject the power of the male gaze and its presumed 

ownership of them and, additionally, assert their subjectivity.  

3.1. The Male Gorgon Growing Impotent : A Disruption of the Traditional Hierarchy of 

Gazing  

3.1.1. Christina Rossetti’s Subtle Rebellion 

One face looks out from all his canvases,  
One selfsame figure sits or walks or leans; 

We found her hidden just behind those screens,  
That mirror gave back all her loveliness. 

A queen in opal or in ruby dress, 
A nameless girl in freshest summer-greens, 

A saint, an angel; - every canvas means 
The same one meaning, neither more nor less. 

He feeds upon her face by day and night, 
And she with true kind eyes looks back on him 

Fair as the moon and joyful as the light: 
Not wan with waiting, not with sorrow dim; 

Not as she is, but was when hope shone bright; 
Not as she is, but as she fills his dream. 

 
(Christina Rossetti, “In an Artist’s Studio”, 1463.) 

 

Emblematic in the revolt against women’s immemorial objectification in a 

predominantly masculine artistic tradition is Christina Rossetti’s poem “In an Artist’s Studio”. 

The poem, published only in 1896 but conceived as early as 1856, at the height of the Pre-

Raphaelite movement, severely criticizes artists like her brother, the eminent Pre-Raphaelite 

poet and painter Dante Gabriel Rossetti, whose creativity leads to the destruction of woman as 

a complex human being with a multidimensional identity. Indeed, the female model depicted 

in Rossetti’s poem – presumably Elizabeth Siddal, Dante Gabriel’s then soon-to-be wife – is 

confined to a monotonous selfhood, as the anaphoric “one” in the first two lines of the poem 
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already seems to point out (ll. 1-2). The reduction of the model’s human complexity is even 

more explicitly referred to in the words, “every canvas means / The same one meaning, neither 

more nor less” (ll. 7-8). The poem stresses the binary way in which women were perceived, as 

either angels or monsters (cf supra), as it comments upon the portrayal of the artist’s model as 

“a queen”, “a nameless girl” – i.e. having no concrete identity, a blank slate ready to be 

categorized according to the mood of the artist – and “a saint, an angel” (ll. 5-7). Indeed, reduced 

as she is to a type, the real self of the model does not seem to be allowed within the microcosm 

of the artist’s paintings, a microcosm representative of an entire artistic tradition. It is not the 

model herself who is represented; she is depicted, “Not as she is, but as she fills [the male 

artist’s] dream” (l. 14). Thus, the relation of the artist to his art is one essentially characterized 

by narcissism. Through her bitter portrayal of the artist’s murderous-like practice and her 

parody of the Petrarchan rhyme scheme – Rossetti’s sonnet subverts the Petrarchan pattern in 

its use of false rhyme (“canvases” (l. 1) – “loveliness” (l. 4)) and, subsequently, the entire sonnet 

tradition – Christina Rossetti denounces the figurative vampirism male artists have long been 

guilty of.  

However, there is much more to the poem than a simple accusation of the age’s ideology 

which incorporates women as signs within its discourse. Indeed, within its boundaries, Christina 

Rossetti actively subverts patriarchal dominance by paradoxically revealing the objectification 

of women in male art and how their meaning is generated by men, while simultaneously hiding 

the poem’s concrete female body from the reader’s gaze. The fact that we can never look at the 

model directly – she is “hidden just behind those screens” (l. 3), we only see her on the canvases 

or in the “mirror” (l. 4) – suggests not only that the real self seems not to be allowed in 

patriarchal art, it also reveals Rossetti’s tactics in inversing the hitherto uniquely male gaze. 

Despite the man’s active artistic role and his destructive feeding “upon her face by day and 

night”, it is the woman who does all the looking in the poem (l. 9). Though Christina Rossetti 
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clearly points out that the woman’s identity is severely simplified, she meanwhile provides her 

with a certain autonomy in giving her the dominant gaze. It is the model who “looks out from 

all his canvases” (l. 1, my italics). While the artist is restricted to the animalistic act of feeding, 

the model engages in the rational and typically human act of looking – which implies that she 

not only sees, but actively chooses to do so and interprets as well. It is the male artist who is 

objected to her gaze as “she with true kind eyes looks back on him” (l. 10). Thus, in its provision 

of the female model with the power of the gaze, Christina Rossetti’s poem not only refuses 

male dominion in the scopic field, but additionally lays the foundation of a matriarchy, which 

she will develop further in the masterpiece she composes five years later. As Jerome Mc Gann 

affirms, Rossetti’s Goblin Market is a “polemic against the women’s dependence upon the lures 

of the goblin men” (251). The end of the poem offers a vision of a universe based upon female 

bonds: “it is as if all men had been banished from this world so that the iniquity of the fathers 

might not be passed on to the children” (Mc Gann 248). The poem concludes with a reference 

to the now absent goblins, the only figures that come close to men in the poem, to then advocate 

the love of sisters –“there is no friend like a sister” – as an alternative for male-female 

relationships (C. Rossetti, Goblin Market, 1477). Thus, Christina Rossetti seems to be arguing 

for a subversion of the dominion of the male gaze and the make-up of a matriarchal universe.  

3.1.2. Drying Out the Male Gaze: Helen Graham’s Negative Response in The Tenant of 
Wildfell Hall 

As deftly as Christina Rossetti’s “In an Artist’s Studio” denounces the vampiric male 

gaze, Anne Brontë’s heroine in Tenant repeatedly obstructs the gaze’s effectiveness by her 

atypical response to it and, thus, announces the nonconforming stance she will occupy 

throughout the rest of the novel. In the first chapter, the reader is introduced to Gilbert 

Markham, the narrator of the most considerable part of the story and the prototypical patriarch 

who is able to objectify three female individuals in the course of only a few pages. Yet, already 
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in the novel’s opening chapters, Gilbert is struck with astonishment when meeting with a rebuke 

from Helen who, as opposed to the other ladies, does not simply comply with the traditional 

gazing ethics. Helen Graham, the woman painter living at the margins of society – both literally, 

as she dwells in the remote and ruined Wildfell Hall, as well as symbolically considering her 

professional status as a woman – does not behave as Gilbert would expect her to when they first 

exchange glances in the parish church. Gilbert, loyal to the Petrarchan tradition, deconstructs 

both Eliza and Miss Wilson, two of the parish’ beauties and the first of romantic interest to 

Gilbert, by reducing them to a list of particular physical features, ranging from “figure” and 

“complexion” to “eyes” and “nose” (A. Brontë 1192-1194). Helen, however, looks up when 

she feels the male gaze registering her body parts and displeases Gilbert with her atypical 

reaction: 

Her hair was raven black, and disposed in long glossy ringlets […]; her complexion was 

clear and pale; her eyes […] concealed by their drooping lids and long black lashes, but 

the brows above were expressive and well defined, the forehead was lofty and 

intellectual, the nose, a perfect aquiline, and the features in general, unexceptionable 

[…]. Just then, she happened to raise her eyes, and they met mine; I did not choose to 

withdraw my gaze, and she turned again to her book, but with a momentary, indefinable 

expression of quiet scorn, that was inexpressibly provoking to me. (A. Brontë 1192, my 

italics) 

While Helen cannot prevent herself from being reified in the mind of the patriarch, she does 

voice her rebellion through her look of scorn and thus unsettles the patriarch’s feeling of scopic 

dominion over the female sex. Slightly later, Gilbert meets Helen again in the fields surrounding 

the old Hall and when he alludes to their former exchange, hoping this time she will bend to 

convention, she “suddenly assumed that proud, chilly look again that had so unspeakably roused 

[Gilbert’s] corruption at church –a look of repellent scorn” (A. Brontë 1197). Helen’s 
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controversial reaction is juxtaposed with that of Eliza, who does conform to Gilbert’s ideology 

when he visits her immediately after his unsatisfactory meeting with the purportedly widowed 

woman painter. Eliza eagerly engages in a verbal exchange tinged with eroticism and finally 

releases the sexual tension built up between them in the “shower of kisses” she bestows on her 

sister’s cat (A. Brontë 1198). Doing so, Eliza appears to transfer her desire for Gilbert to the cat 

and presents herself as a sensual spectacle to be feasted upon by Gilbert’s greedy gaze. All in 

all, the woman thus exposes herself to gratify the patriarch’s desire visually and the 

juxtaposition of this scene with Helen’s ulterior rejection of the reductive powers of the male 

gaze set Tenant’s heroine quite apart. 

Not only is Gilbert’s desire to subject the transgressive female inhabitant of Wildfell 

Hall to his dominating gaze frustrated, as Helen does not confirm the erotic exchange that his 

gaze and her delighted subjection should have brought about; in addition to her anger which 

disrupts the aforementioned exchange and hurts his male pride –he returns home “angry and 

dissatisfied” – she establishes herself as an individual with a right to scrutinize as well (A. 

Brontë 1197). When, during this first meeting, Helen says to Gilbert that his mother and sister 

called upon her some days ago, he utters his surprise at her ability to deduce their blood tie from 

their physical resemblance and is “not so greatly flattered at the idea as [he] ought to have been” 

(A. Brontë 1197). Of course, at first sight his addition of “ought to have been” refers to the 

beauty of his sister which he does not want to discard in a letter to her husband, the recipient of 

Gilbert’s correspondence; yet, what really seems to be annoying him is Helen’s powerful gaze, 

“dubiously surveying [his] face” (A. Brontë 1197, my italics). The choice of the word ‘dubious’ 

rather than ‘hesitant’ or ‘doubting’ is remarkable, for its negative connotation seems to highlight 

that it is her powerful gaze and her repulsion of his male gaze what eventually makes Gilbert 

so “angry and dissatisfied” at the end of the interview and induces him to, once home, almost 

immediately start for the vicarage, “to solace [his] spirit and soothe [his] ruffled temper with 
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the company and conversation of Eliza Millward”, who does refrain herself from contesting his 

male prerogative in the domain of the gaze (A. Brontë 1197).  

Yet, despite Gilbert’s complaints about the elusiveness of Helen’s physical reality –“so 

transient where the occasional glimpses [he] was able to obtain” – as their emotional attachment 

to one another is growing, Helen cannot always escape her admirer’s objectifying gaze (A. 

Brontë 1214). According to Rachel K. Carnell, Helen and Gilbert share an “impeccable taste”, 

and though they “rarely discuss her paintings, […] he immediately approves of them with a 

smile that indicates that they see eye-to-eye on the important matter of aesthetic judgment” 

(11). Carnell may be right in that Gilbert comes to admire Helen’s skill – this, however, after 

numerous attempts to position her within the realm of accomplishment-art, as I discussed earlier 

– he never quite surmounts his limiting approach to her professional position. When the young 

people of the parish set out on their trip to the seaside, Helen, eager to sketch the fine prospect 

of the cliffs and the sea, accompanies them and isolates herself with her sketching apparatus in 

order to engage in her artistic practice. However, while she is assuming an entirely 

unconventional stance which should distance her from traditional ‘truths’ of femininity, Gilbert, 

though not disgracing her artwork as Huntingdon did on a chronologically former occasion, he 

does reduce the artist to a pleasurable object to look at rather than an independent subject 

drawing the sublime scene in front of her with the Romantic artist’s eye. Giblert writes, “I could 

not help stealing a glance, now and then, from the splendid view at our feet to the elegant white 

hand that held the pencil, and the graceful neck and glossy raven curls that drooped over the 

paper” (A. Brontë 1224, my italics). In this brief moment, Helen becomes the woman-object as 

she is depicted in Pre-Raphaelite art: highly eroticized body parts are mentioned, such as the 

hand – the wrist being a very erotic part of the woman’s body – the neck and the glossy curls. 

Gilbert, then, is a supreme disciple of the male artistic tradition and Helen’s artistic 

independence seems to be undermined. As Nora Sellei remarks, “while trying to paint as a 
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desiring subject […], [Helen] is being looked at, and desired, by a man” (11). Yet, while Gilbert 

is thus engaged in the act of scopophilia, Helen all of a sudden asks, “Are you there still, Mr 

Markham?”, revealing that she is oblivious of his gaze and thereby decreasing some of its 

effectiveness (A. Brontë 1224). Gilbert is not a fetishist, he is the patriarch who wants a 

response to his longing gaze – as he shows in the earlier scene where his frustration drives him 

to Eliza, who does gratify this need of his – and because Helen does not acknowledge this 

moment of objectification, it loses some of its power. It is, in short, somehow deconstructed. 

3.1.3. Disempowering Lancelot’s Gaze in “The Lady of Shalott” 

Unlike Anne Brontë’s Tenant and Christina Rossetti’s rebellious poetry, “The Lady of 

Shalott” is less straightforward in its opposition to the male gaze. The seemingly scopophilic 

act with which Tennyson’s poem concludes has been many a time frowned upon by critics, not 

necessarily feminist, as “the message seems to be that if a woman will enter into the 

public/masculine realm, she can only do so as an object whose worth and measure will be 

determined by the masculine subject who might (if he chooses) possess her” (Gill 115). 

However, one cannot interpret this ending without taking the entire poem into account; “The 

Lady of Shalott” has a four-partite structure, and in the first three parts, not a subject – except 

for the reader – is able to catch a glimpse of this mysterious Lady: 

But who hath seen her wave her hand? 

Or at the casement seen her stand? 

Or is she known in all the land,       

The Lady of Shalott? 

(Tennyson, “The Lady of Shalott”, ll. 24-27, 1115) 

Yet, they are aware of her existence, as her voice can be heard by reapers and other passers-by. 

Thus, the conventional topos of the beautiful woman who is always looked at but must remain 

silent is inverted. Moreover, it is through the Lady’s eyes that the reader gets to see Lancelot 

and, just like Jane Eyre does with Rochester in her portrait of him (cf. infra), he is subjected to 
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a Petrarchan deconstruction into his “broad clear brow” and “coal-black curls” (ll. 100, 103). 

On top of that, we mostly get to see him in the mirror; as Tucker argues, he is “no presence but 

pure representation: a man of mirrors, a signifier as hollow as the song he sings” (as cited by 

Gray 49). When the dead Lady finally arrives in Camelot and is gazed at by Lancelot, his gaze 

is but weak, as it has been mitigated by the previous lines. In those, Lancelot has been 

objectified in the same way as women have been in art and, additionally,  he has come to 

represent the Lady’s desire for romantic fulfilment –thus, the poem presents him as a sign rather 

than a subject. Furthermore, a reading of the Lady’s body as an object, rendered thus by 

Lancelot’s scrutiny, is complicated by the remarkably limited supply of information about her 

physical appearance. Indeed, no conventional feminine features are enumerated, such as hair 

and eyes, and Lancelot’s sole remark is utterly vague: it is “lovely” (l. 169), but not at all 

concretised. Though the ending of “The Lady of Shalott” may contain a reference to the 

tradition of women’s objectification in art, the poem does not align with the conventional 

discourse in its final exposition of Lancelot and the Lady. Because he has been established as a 

sign previously, Lancelot’s gaze is disempowered, and overall, the poem seems to oppose the 

totalitarian rule of the male gaze as it first hides the Lady from its view and additionally refuses 

to reveal her distinct features.  

Not only is the male gaze defied through the reversal of the usual gazing dynamics and the 

elusiveness of the Lady, the poem also incites the erosion of masculine power as it rearranges 

certain historical interpretations of signs figuring in painting. In the previous chapter, I have 

commented on the symbolic meaning of the mirror in “The Lady of Shalott”, interpreting its 

destruction as the transition from the Lady’s practice of accomplishment-art to professional art. 

However, as Chessman points out, mirrors were equally “associated with female figures in 

painting, representing a tradition dependent on notions of women’s vanity and women’s 

acquiescence in their status as beautiful objects of others’ and their own gaze” (as cited by 
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Annus 141).With the destruction of the mirror, then, Tennyson not only seems to point out the 

Lady’s entrance into the male realm of professional art; he also depicts the Lady’s negation of 

the painting tradition in which women have always been objectified. As the mirror already 

establishes a link with the painting tradition, the intensely visual qualities of the ensuing 

description of the Lady’s entrance into the patriarchal world of Camelot can only encourage a 

reading within this contextual frame. The Lady awaits dusk to create her artwork, and, while 

Lancelot was seen in broad daylight, the Lady’s “gleaming shape”, her face “dead-pale” and 

her body “robed in snowy white”, floats into the darkened masculine bastion and creates a 

remarkable chiaroscuro effect (ll. 136, 156, 157). The coloured language of poem creating this 

stark contrast seems to inscribe the Lady into a discourse of male professionalism, since, 

traditionally, important men such as royals, statesmen, warriors and intellectuals were often 

depicted in dark surroundings which contrasted strongly with their pale heads, a contrast which 

was meant to evoke the intellectual energy of the sitter (David 11). Indeed, though her dress is 

white, as opposed to the dark clothing one can notice in many Renaissance portraits of men, the 

paleness of the Lady’s head makes it protrude from the dark surroundings and is exactly what 

attracts Lancelot’s attention, who only comments upon her face. As Carol David argues, 

“background lighting is more common in portraits of women”, while, Carlyle, for instance, was 

“both painted and photographed as a thinker with his white beard and hollow stare suggesting 

a searching, unbridled energy” (11). By depicting the Lady of Shalott in the manner of male 

notables and Lancelot in a more feminine way – he is bathing in natural daylight – the poem 

seems to disrupt traditional representations of men and women and, consequently, the 

traditional hierarchy of gazing. Thus, this rearrangement of signs historically interpreted as 

masculine with the female subject and those circumstances historically interpreted as feminine, 

with the archetypal male, Lancelot, does much to disempower the male gaze with which the 

poem ends. 
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3.2. The Emergence of a Female Gaze: The Male Body as a Spectacle 

3.2.1. Theatricals in Jane Eyre  

Jane Eyre stages a female protagonist who affirms her right to gaze from the start and, 

most often, is able to elude the patriarch’s gaze. On their first acquaintance, Rochester’s face is 

to Jane “like a new picture introduced to the gallery of memory” and she has it before her during 

the rest of the afternoon (C. Brontë 98-99). Rochester’s gaze, however, is timid, for he cannot 

decide what Jane is: “he seemed puzzled to decide what I was: I helped him. ‘I am the 

governess.’ ” (C. Brontë 99). Jane, then, is not to be defined by the patriarch, and when she 

meets him for the second time in Thornfield’s dining-room, “the fire [shining] full on his face” 

leaves her a chance to subject him to her female gaze:  

I knew my traveller with his broad and jetty eyebrows; his square forehead, made squarer 

by the horizontal sweep of his black hair. I recognised his decisive nose, more 

remarkable for character than beauty; his full nostrils, denoting, I though, choler; his 

grim mouth, chin, and jaw – yes, all three were very grim, and no mistake. His shape, 

now divested of cloak, I perceived harmonised in squareness with his physiognomy: I 

suppose it was a good figure in the athletic sense of the term – broad-chested and thin-

flanked, though neither tall nor graceful. Mr. Rochester must have been aware of the 

entrance of Mrs. Fairfax and myself; but it appeared he was not in the mood to notice 

us, for he never lifted his head as we approached. (C. Brontë 102, my italics) 

Jane can scrutinise the patriarch without hindrance and without being seen herself, and the usual 

hierarchy of gazes is completely upturned as she reads Rochester’s physiognomy. Her choice 

of verbs (cf. italics) again emphasises her active looking, which firmly establishes her as a 

subject. Her powerful adoption of the gaze is confirmed later on, when an elegant party of ladies 

and gentlemen residing at Thornfield Hall decides to play charades (C. Brontë 155). The entire 

scene resonates with a theatricality, but even more so than in the theatre, there is an active 
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interaction between the actors dominating the stage and the audience watching the performance, 

as the latter are meant to guess at the performers’ enacting of a particular morpheme. Mr 

Rochester initially invites Jane to be part of the game and, thus, the theatrical exchange, but 

witnessing her unwillingness, she is allowed “to return quietly to [her] usual seat” – that is, her 

hiding place behind the window curtain (C. Brontë 155). Since she does not engage with the 

game, Rochester cannot gaze upon her as when she had been an actress; thus, like the Lady of 

Shalott, Jane remains hidden from sight. During the entire scene, however, Jane intently 

observes Rochester, both when he is an actor as well as when he is a spectator. Indeed, as soon 

as Rochester has left the stage, she does “not now watch the actors; [she] no longer wait[s] with 

interest for the curtain to rise; [her] attention [is] absorbed by the spectators; [her] eyes, erewhile 

fixed on the  arch, [are] now irresistibly attracted to the semicircle of chairs” (C. Brontë 157). 

In short, Rochester, both when he is an actor as well as when he is a spectator, has become a 

spectacle to Jane’s eyes.  

Jane, however, is not only granted the power to scrutinize the patriarch; indeed, the 

novel further disturbs the hierarchy of gazes and situates its heroine in a remarkably strong 

position by removing her from the theatrical exchange. In his study of the dynamics of gazing 

in nineteenth-century loge paintings, Iren Annus comments upon the theatre being “the place 

where viewers consciously accepted the dual position of being both a spectator and a spectacle” 

(140). As the charade scene in Jane Eyre abounds in theatrical vocabulary – “a bell tinkled, and 

the curtain drew up”, “within the arch’, “Mr. Rochester bowed, and the curtain fell” – it is more 

than appropriate to consider the drawing-room and dining room as an evocation of the theatre 

(C. Brontë 156). Thus, Annus’ claim that both the actors as well as the audience are subjected 

to a gaze within this microcosm of the theatre, in which “appearance, dress styles, taste, 

manners, financial and social status, were all on display for everyone else who gazed, and at 

once also under their surveillance”, does leave Jane in a remarkable position (140). Jane does 
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not belong to either the group of actors nor the group of spectators. Mr Eshton’s attempt to 

incorporate her in the theatrical interaction fails as he is curbed in his intentions by Lady Ingram, 

who exclaims Jane is “too stupid for any game of the sort” (C. Brontë 155). Jane, then, is neither 

spectacle nor spectator; hidden behind her curtain, she sees all, but remains unseen by anyone. 

This gives Jane a remarkable power and it reveals Brontë’s politics at disturbing traditional 

dynamics of gazing, by creating a heroine who is at the margins of society but controls it 

through her gaze.  

3.2.2. Rewriting Props of Masculinity and Lancelot’s New Role in “The Lady of Shalott” 

“The Lady of Shalott” likewise exposes the male body to the female viewer, but while 

in Jane Eyre it simply indicates that the gaze can also be assumed by the other sex, Tennyson’s 

poem exploits the male body to confuse signs deeply entrenched in patriarchal ideology. When 

Lancelot rides into the picture, the poem immediately zooms in on the knight’s chivalrous 

equipment such as his shield, brazen greaves and helmet. However, the poem seems to revaluate 

these stereotypical symbols of valour and masculinity, and, hence, the discourse they are 

inscribed in. Firstly, instead of a heroic exploit, the shield depicts “a red-cross knight forever 

kneeled/ To a lady” (ll. 78-79), an image which connects Lancelot immediately to matters of 

the heart instead of the head, the former typically associated to women as the latter are to men. 

Furthermore, Lancelot and his unspoiled horse with its “burnished hooves” (l. 101) do not seem 

to bear the marks of battle at all; he lacks a sword –the supreme phallic symbol – and rather 

than inspiring awe, his bridle bells ring “merrily” (l. 85). His horse’s bridle and the leather 

saddle are all beset with jewels, shining and glittering in the eye of his beholder, the Lady of 

Shalott (ll. 82-84). All of his props have an ornamenting function and evoke the discourse of 

femininity in which the female body, adorned by jewels, is exhibited for the delectation of the 

male spectator. In Jane Eyre, the significance of jewels as symbols of patriarchal oppression is 

poignantly demonstrated when Jane is taken to Millcote by Rochester, where he intends to 
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adorn her with the jewels of the Rochester estate. Jane, disgusted with Rochester’s revelling in 

his materially superior position, cannot appreciate his degrading despotism, thinking, “the more 

he bought me, the more my cheek burned with a sense of annoyance and degradation” (C. 

Brontë 229). The appearance of Bertha right after this episode, then, can be read metaphorically 

as Jane’s subconscious fear to succumb to patriarchal oppression which she fears an unequal 

tie of marriage will eventually cause. This considered, “The Lady of Shalott”’s representation 

of one of the epitomes of masculinity adorned with signs belonging to the discourse of 

femininity cannot but be interpreted as deviant. In its blend of two discourses, the poem seems 

to propose a new reading of the signifier, such as armour, which now signifies feminine-like 

beauty and ornament rather than male valour. Thus, it attempts to change culturally constructed 

meanings and establishes a new dynamics of gazing, in which women are granted a shift from 

passive object to an active subject possessing a gaze.  

3.2.3. Portraiture and the Reification of the Patriarch in Jane Eyre 

Throughout Jane Eyre, Rochester may be repeatedly exposed to Jane’s female gaze, yet, 

despite appearances, he is not reduced to a mere object. When Jane watches him keenly both in 

and out of his theatrical performance, it is to find out about his emotional state and his 

relationship to Miss Ingram, whom she fears he will marry, and simply because she loves him. 

Likewise, when she read his physiognomy previously, it was in order to understand his 

character. Hence, Jane Eyre’s proposition of the female gaze does not function as an inversion 

of the male gaze, for it does not entail man’s objectification. Nevertheless, it is through Jane’s 

doing that other women are enabled to reify Rochester. When Jane, summoned by her dying 

aunt, goes back to Gateshead Hall, she finds herself in the drawing room with her nieces, 

Georgiana and Eliza, and decides to entertain herself with sketching: 

One morning I fell to sketching a face: what sort of a face it was to be, I did not care or 

know. I took a soft black pencil, gave it a broad point, and worked away. Soon I had 
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traced on the paper a broad and prominent forehead, and a square lower outline of 

visage: that contour gave me pleasure; my fingers proceeded actively to fill it with 

features. Strongly-marked horizontal eyebrows must be traced under that brow; then 

followed, naturally, a well-defined nose, with a straight ridge and full nostrils; then a 

flexible-looking mouth, by no means narrow; then black whiskers were wanted, and 

some jetty hair, tufted on the temples, and waved above the forehead. Now for the eyes: 

I had left them to the last, because they required the most careful working. I drew them 

large; I shaped them well: the eyelashes I traced long and sombre; the irids lustrous and 

large. ‘Good! but not quite the thing,’ I thought, as I surveyed the effect: ‘They want 

more force and spirit;’ and I wrought the shades blacker, that the lights might flash more 

brilliantly – a happy touch or two secured success. There, I had a friend’s face under my 

gaze; and what did it signify that those young ladies turned their backs on me? I looked 

at it; I smiled at the speaking likeness: I was absorbed and content. (Brontë 199) 

Jane already reverted to Mr Rochester as a model when she painted a miniature of an imaginary 

Blanche, but while she then checked her inclination to depict his features, she does draw her 

beloved master now. Thus, the novel’s central male character is two-dimensionally reproduced 

by a woman, objectified in the same way as women have been for centuries. The painting is 

viewed traditionally as displaying a “passive, seductive, and decorative female body”, its main 

purpose “the delectation of the male spectator” (Starr 20). In the above mentioned scene of Jane 

Eyre, however, roles are reversed, as Jane, a woman, derives true pleasure from Rochester’s 

portrait, who can be considered to figure as an object. Yet, the extreme care with which Jane 

tries to recreate Rochester’s eyes as they really are shows that she is not bound to depict beauty 

as Dante Gabriel Rossetti aspired to. Jane, who values and loves Rochester’s individuality, 

makes a real effort to render something of his soul into the portrait. Thus, she does restrain from 

reducing him to his body reality. She even tries to hide what she claims is a fancy head “beneath 
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the other sheets”, thus showing her unwillingness to expose Rochester’s portrait to the 

voyeuristic gaze of two female spectators, her nieces Georgiana and Eliza (C. Brontë 199). Yet, 

she cannot prevent his becoming a spectacle as her cousins do gaze at the portrait and Georgiana 

declares it to be “an ugly man” (C. Brontë 199). This comment, however, does not nullify Jane’s 

effort not to reify an individual in the tradition of masculine art. Though it is true that Georgina 

denies him a three-dimensional individuality and thus aligns with tradition, the very fact that 

she claims him to be ugly undermines the idealising tendency of female representation in art. 

In short, Jane subverts the tradition by engaging in realism.  

3.3. The Overthrow of Male Connoisseurship: Towards a De-Gendered Gaze 

The novels and poem do much to mitigate, if not annihilate, as in Christina Rossetti’s 

Goblin Market, the rarely contested power of the male gaze and, additionally, construct a 

universe in which women can gaze as much as men. The women artists in Jane Eyre, Tenant 

and “The lady of Shalott” assert their right to gaze as well as to interpret for themselves, and in 

their unwillingness to accept male connoisseurship, they establish themselves as thinking 

individuals. By denying the omnipotence of the male gaze, they acquire not only physical 

freedom – for they can no longer be reduced to mere aesthetic objects – but mental freedom 

too. In one of her letters, Charlotte Brontë comments on her reading of Ruskin’s Modern 

Painters, from which she says to have “derived […] much genuine pleasure, and, […] some 

edification” (as cited by Kromm 385-386). However, as with Jane, Helen and the Lady who 

choose to gaze for themselves rather than blindly follow a male cultural authority (cf. infra), 

she adds: “I do wish I had pictures within reach by which to test the new sense. Who can read 

these glowing descriptions of Turner’s work without longing to see them? However eloquent 

and convincing the language in which another’s opinion is placed before you, you still wish to 

judge for yourself” (as cited by Kromm 385-386). Similarly to Charlotte Brontë, who expresses 

her need to form her own opinion on art instead of readily accepting that of a male authority, 
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famous though he may be, the women artists in Jane Eyre, Tenant and “The Lady of Shalott” 

claim their ability to judge for themselves and defy men’s exclusive right to the gaze, thereby 

subverting an age-old cultural tradition in which they were incorporated as silent objects, mere 

possessions, rather than thinking individuals. 

That young John Reed acutely senses the threat the emergent female gaze poses to  male 

connoisseurship – and thus, patriarchal dominance – one can infer from his furious reaction to 

Jane’s scrutiny of Bewick’s History of British Birds.  As he says he will “teach [Jane] to 

rummage [his] bookshelves”, he stresses the fact that the bookshelves are his and in his anger 

appears to reveal the necessity of effacing the female gaze in order to ensure his masculine 

superiority and her feminine submission (C. Brontë 8). As Jane Kromm argues, young John 

feels “compelled to interfere with the younger female character’s pleasure in looking at images 

in order to reassert the appropriate social relations of dominance which such viewings threaten 

to erode” (370). Similarly, Gilbert Markham’s belief in his artistic superiority is negated by 

Helen. When he walks by her garden one day and asks after her painting, Helen responds, “Oh 

yes! come in, […] it is finished and framed, all ready for sending away; but give me your last 

opinion, and, if you can suggest any further improvement, it shall be – duly considered at least” 

(A. Brontë 1227). Helen’s phrasing particularly underlines her questioning of Gilbert’s 

connoisseurship for what matters painting; she first seems inclined to acknowledge that his 

advice will be heeded, yet her abrupt pause negates his superior masculine insight into the arts, 

for her addition implies that she will only observe his remarks if they coincide with her own 

opinion. Thus, Gilbert’s – or men’s in general – connoisseurship is contested; it is no longer 

dependent on gender, but on professionalism and practice. Helen, then, as a professional artist, 

considers her knowledge and insight into art superior to Gilbert’s, who does not seem to practice 

the arts at all. Thus, the novel positions connoisseurship not as a question of gender, but of 

practice. Comparably to Helen, who wishes to judge for herself, the Lady of Shalott too decides 
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to trust on her own vision rather than on that of the medium patriarchal society has assigned to 

her; the mirror. Through the gaze, then, these women artists assert the arbitrary connection 

between connoisseurship and gender, and thus they seem to propose a definition of the artist 

apart from gender stereotypes, but based on experience – and that this experience can also be 

acquired by women is beautifully demonstrated by their rebellious gaze.  

To conclude, in their opposition to the absolutism of the male gaze and their subsequent 

inversion of it, the women artists in Jane Eyre, Tenant and “The Lady of Shalott” succeed in 

disrupting the traditional hierarchy of gazing and subsequently shape a new artistic discourse 

in which women can adopt the gaze and function as generators of meaning instead of having 

meaning glued upon them. In his relocation of historical interpretations of signs figuring in 

painting, Tennyson unsettles strict boundaries between the male and the female realm and 

incites the erosion of the powerful male gaze. So does Helen in her refusal to respond in a 

conventional way to Gilbert’s gaze. In Jane Eyre, the heroine’s love-object is transformed into 

a spectacle; yet, unlike Christina Rossetti who seems to advocate a matriarchy, gazes in Jane 

Eyre are, ultimately, de-gendered. At the end of the novel, a blinded Rochester has to go through 

a period of penitence and now sees the world through Jane’s eyes. When he eventually regains 

his eyesight, his male gaze has been blended with a female gaze, and finally its gendered nature 

seems to have been erased. Jane and Rochester live “in perfect concord” and Jane’s final word 

stress their equality: “I am my husband’s life as fully as he is mine” (C. Brontë 384). Briefly, 

through their rethinking of the gaze, the novels and the poem succeed in the modelling of an 

artistic discourse in which women are loosened from their function as objects and can take on 

the role of artistic subjects. 
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4. The Triumph of the Brush over the Sword:  Repainting the Societal 

Landscape  

For the women artists in Jane Eyre, Tenant and “The Lady of Shalott”, art becomes a 

weapon with which they protect themselves from patriarchy, which threatens to extinguish 

women’s subjectivity and obstructs both her mental as well as her physical freedom. Literally 

so in Tenant, for Helen “snatche[s] up [her] palette-knife” to hold it against Mr Hargrave, who, 

using Huntingdon’s adultery as an extenuating circumstance, tries to seduce her to become his 

mistress (A. Brontë 1404). Slightly before, he has acted as the mouthpiece of the patriarchal 

ideology, inscribing Helen in the discourse of femininity by comparing her to an angel and 

alluding to his male duty to guide her: he exclaims, “God has designed me to be your comfort 

and protector” and “I worship you. You are my angel – my divinity! […] I will be your consoler 

and defender!” (A. Brontë 1404, her italics). Helen’s successful defence beautifully 

encapsulates the political implications of her artistic practice throughout the novel; as in Jane 

Eyre and “The Lady of Shalott”, her art functions to assert her individuality and her freedom, 

freedom from the patriarch who seeks to govern her in particular. This chapter, in short, treats 

the strategies deployed by the women artists in order to attack and, subsequently, transform the 

current artistic discourse so that women are freed from their object-status. Furthermore, I would 

like to focus here on the solutions the literary works provide for the dilemma nineteenth-century 

women artists were confronted with and which often provoked the abandonment of their art; 

that is, the dualistic longing for both romantic fulfilment and artistic subjectivity. Through the 

use of their figurative brush, Jane, Helen and the Lady are able to make a claim for their 

professionalism as well as for women’s potential genius, and ultimately establish – perhaps 

more successfully in one case than the other – their equality with male artists, or men on the 

whole. As Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott” illustrates by robbing Lancelot of his most 

masculine chivalric prop, the patriarchal sword is dispelled from the scene and allows the brush 
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to delineate a world in which conventional truths of masculinity and femininity are disclaimed 

and which permits each individual its uncontested subjectivity.  

4.1. Rectifying the Artistic Discourse through Parody in Jane Eyre and “The Lady of Shalott” 

When, at one point in the novel, Jane seeks to rectify her own deviant behaviour by 

objectifying both herself and Blanche Ingram in a pair of portraits, she appears to comply with 

the patriarchal artistic discourse in which women were granted a mere status as object. 

However, while she seems to obey truths of femininity by acting thus, she both exposes this 

discourse as one which entails female oppression and at the same time subverts it by occupying, 

as a woman, the male artist’s stance. Having saved Rochester “from a horrible and excruciating 

death”, she detects the warm regard he entertains for her and, driven by their “natural 

sympathies”, as he termed it, she commences to cherish “hopes, wishes, sentiments” (C. Brontë 

136). When Mrs Fairfax, however, tells her the next morning about Mr Rochester’s leaving and 

gives her a detailed description of the beautiful Blanche whom he might get betrothed to, Jane 

blames herself for having thought out of the box. She judges herself through the norms and 

values of a society in which superiors do not marry their dependents and, hence, thinks it utter 

madness, perversity even, to aspire to this. As she depreciates Rochester’s “occasional tokens 

of preference”, the stark contrast in her description of Rochester, “a gentleman of family and a 

man of the world”, and herself, “a dependent and a novice”, blatantly exposes her acceptance 

of nineteenth-century binary categories (C. Brontë 136). By making Jane use her art as a means 

to rectify herself, a deviant member of society having entertained hopes to transgress class 

boundaries, the novel appears to underline the role art has played in the centuries-long 

subjection of women. Jane, imposing a sentence upon herself, becomes the embodiment of 

patriarchal oppression: she realises she is tempted to break away and transgress her imposed 

essence and, therefore, makes an auto-portrait which serves to classify herself and keep her in 

the regular pattern. As such, the scene seems to adopt the patriarchal discourse in order to point 
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out its deficiencies and, therefore, Jane’s actions can be considered a parody of that artistic 

tradition. According to Linda Hutcheon, “to parody is both to enshrine the past and to question 

it”, which is exactly what Jane does; Jane’s portraits are “both conservative and revolutionary” 

as they categorise women as is done in the male artistic tradition, yet at the same time severely 

expose the oppressive results of this tendency (126, 129). Additionally, in this compliance, this 

supposed obedience to what patriarchal society prescribes, Jane, paradoxically, continues her 

rebellion in that she, a woman, adopts the patriarch’s active artistic stance and hence frees 

herself from woman’s fetters.  

Moreover, next to exposing how pictorial art traditionally tends to curb women’s 

freedom by reducing them to whatever definition the male artist pleases most, the scene can be 

read as a straightforward parody of the Petrarchan tradition. Though Jane’s “Portrait of a 

Governess, disconnected, poor, and plain” indeed originates from a surrender to society’s 

conservatory clinging to boundaries, this act abounds in irony as Jane immediately afterwards 

exposes the inadequacies and limitations of Petrarchism by juxtaposing it with the painting of 

an idealised Blanche Ingram (C. Brontë 137). Firstly, the novel points out that the beautiful 

Blanche is Petrarch’s unattainable beloved, rather a product of the artist’s imagination than a 

real human being, as she writes: “delineate carefully the loveliest face you can imagine; paint 

it in your softest shades and sweetest hues” (C. Brontë 137, my italics). Furthermore, Blanche’s 

body is blatantly dismembered into her “raven ringlets” and “oriental eye”, her “Grecian neck 

and bust”, “delicate hand” and “round and dazzling arm”, while Jane portrays herself 

“faithfully”, without “softening one defect”, “[omitting] no harsh line” and “[smoothing] away 

no displeasing irregularity”, thus refusing to objectify herself according to the tradition (C. 

Brontë 137). The stark contrast between the highly idealised Petrarchan portrayal of a distant 

love object and the realistic rendering of a true human being –“the real head in chalk” – as well 

as the hyperbolic nature of Jane’s description of her painting process –the scene abounds in 
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superlatives; Jane uses the “freshest, finest, clearest tints”, “most delicate camel-hair pencils” 

to portray this “loveliest face” – all seem to reveal Jane’s mocking of the tradition (C. Brontë 

137). The incentive for her artistic activity may have been to ply herself “into the safe fold of 

common sense” and did come across as a subjection to conventions; however, her subsequent 

narration firmly denies Jane’s conforming nature (C. Brontë ).  

However, though Brontë utters a critique on female objectification through Jane’s 

deconstruction of the Petrarchan tradition, her subversive practice in Jane Eyre does differ from 

what Christina Rossetti did in her poem “In an Artist’s Studio”. While the female model’s gaze 

in Rossetti’s poem can be interpreted as a movement of empowerment and of reversing the 

tradition – the man is subjected to the female gaze and the woman now takes over the man’s 

role – Jane’s appropriation of the male artist’s stance does not induce an objectification of man. 

It is Blanche who is objectified, only in order to expose the ridiculousness of the Petrarchan 

tradition, and though Jane at first reverts to Mr Rochester as a model for Blanche’s oriental eye, 

she immediately abandons the idea (C. Brontë 137). Although she does engage in the 

cataloguing of body parts of which the Petrarchan lover was so fond, her doing so leads only to 

its deconstruction. By juxtaposing an idealised Blanche with her own plain self, she shows what 

she wants to defy, a potential future she wants to omit. Thus, Blanche can be considered an alter 

ego of Jane; her refusal of Rochester’s fine jewels he offers her upon taking her to Millcote at 

a later episode in the novel echoes this rejection of the luxuriously adorned Blanche with 

“diamond ring” and “gold bracelet”, “aerial lace and glistening satin” and, consequently, her 

desire to preserve her integrity (C. Brontë 137). In short, as opposed to Christina Rossetti’s “In 

an Artist’s Studio”, Jane Eyre does not aspire to install a matriarchy; by referring to Rochester’s 

eye, Jane suggests this possibility of acting as Christina Rossetti appears to do, but since she 

immediately dismisses this thought, it shows that Jane Eyre refuses both patriarchy and 

matriarchy, but works towards an egalitarian future.  
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“The Lady of Shalott” likewise seems to use parody as a means to rectify the patriarchal 

artistic discourse. Though the Lady does make an important claim for women’s subjectivity by 

writing her name “round about the prow” (l. 125) and thus establishes her role as an artist, she 

nevertheless resorts to the medieval practice of offering her portrait to a potential male suitor 

who may eventually possess her. Indeed, John Berger “perceives an important analogy between 

possessing objects and the way of seeing incorporated in oil painting” (as cited by Starr 22). As 

Berger affirms, at the core of the history of oil painting lays a function which tends to be 

overlooked today; that is, “to show the male spectator/owner sights of what he may possess” 

(as cited by Starr 22). The medieval setting of the poem appears to evoke this practice of sending 

one’s daughter’s portrait to eminent noblemen who might wish to espouse her, yet the poem 

obstructs this practice as Lancelot will never be able to possess the Lady. When he says, “God 

in his mercy lend her grace” (l. 170), he is profoundly aware that, if anyone is to make a claim 

upon her, only God has the power to do so. Thus, the poem appears to parody the fundaments 

of oil painting and art more generally; the Lady is visually represented and offered to the male 

admirer, but she remains out of grasp and thus prevents the spectator from looking upon her as 

a commodity, an object which can be acquired through negotiation and which ends up being 

possessed by he who has the greatest means. The Lady, then, is presented as a true individual 

who ultimately belongs to herself and God only, and the traditional artistic discourse in which 

women function as desired objects is disrupted. Furthermore, the tableau vivant – which, 

ironically, involves a corpse – impels the spectator to adopt the artist’s point of view, who 

selected this particle of the visible world and whose subjectivity lives on as the artwork, as long 

as it lasts, establishes the artist’s experience of the world, though the creator itself may no longer 

breathe.  
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4.2. A Studio of One’s Own: Professionalism and the Abandonment of the Parlour in The 
Tenant of Wildfell Hall 

While Helen Graham does not seem to parody the male artistic tradition in her work, she is 

however the strongest proponent of female professionalism and, throughout her career as a 

professional woman artist, she most straightforwardly opposes the discourse of femininity as 

supported by for instance Mrs Markham. Indeed, Anne Brontë’s novel addresses many of the 

issues women artists had to struggle with and which prevented them from practising serious art. 

To start with, this reclusive and economically independent woman shatters the myth of female 

weakness, invalidism even, which has been a major cause for women artists’ restriction to 

domestic art (A. Brontë 1217). When young Miss Markham proposes a group picnic at the 

cliffs, she says the journey is “just a nice walk for the gentlemen […] but the ladies will drive 

and walk by turns”, thereby voicing that parameter of the discourse of femininity which has 

prevented many a woman artist to practice, as her male counterpart was intent to do, her art in 

the rough outdoors (A. Brontë 1221). Helen, then, “walked all the way to the cliffs” and goes 

on, as I have mentioned in the second chapter, to abandon the company to resume her position 

as a Romantic artist at the sublime edge of a cliff (A. Brontë 1221). Like Jane who spent long 

summer days sitting at her paintings and the Lady who ventures outside her tower and awaits 

dusk and stormy weather to commence her performance, then, Helen practises her art outside 

and, exhibiting what was considered an utterly masculine physical valour, ultimately negates 

the notion of women’s weakness.  

However, professional as she is, Helen does not have to practise her art in the outdoors in 

order to distinguish herself from the accomplished lady; indeed, she takes other measures so as 

to ensure that her practice within the house is nevertheless utterly alien to domestic matters. 

When Virginia Woolf, preparing a lecture on women and fiction in October 1928, writes that, 

“a woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to write fiction”, she addresses a 
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central impediment women writers as well as women artists more generally were confronted 

with in the nineteenth century; that is, the lack of a material space where they can pursue their 

art undisturbedly (4). In Mary Ellen Best’s Self-portrait in Painting Room (Fig. 4.1), this 

problem the woman artist had to face is 

rendered accurately; as Antonia Losano 

points out, “this so-called painting room 

shows abundant evidence of being, in 

fact, a general sitting room” (29). The 

woman artist is seated at her work in the 

corner of a snug parlour which clearly 

regulates her artistic activity and ensures that it never prevails upon her duties as a woman – 

the artist indeed looks up “as if interrupted by an unwelcome arrival” (Losano 29). In Tenant, 

likewise, the parlour, epitome of domesticity as it is, is a stifling place for Helen’s budding 

artistic talent. It is the place where her art is resolutely reduced to accomplishment-art, for in 

there it is assessed by her potential suitors, who do not mind the work itself at all. Helen, 

however, actually uses her art as a pretext to escape unwanted masculine attention:  

Not desirous of sharing Mr Boarham’s company for the whole of the morning, I betook 

myself to the library; and there brought forth my easel, and began to paint. The easel 

and the painting apparatus would serve as an excuse for abandoning the drawing-room. 

(A. Brontë 1281) 

While at this early stage of her artist life, Helen already uses her art as a pretext to make her 

escape from patriarchy, as soon as she has assumed a professional artistic status, the newly 

christened Helen Graham trades the parlour, that epitome of domesticity, for the studio. When 

Gilbert and his sister make their first call at Wildfell Hall, it is in there that they are received. 

Yet, unlike in Best’s self-portrait, it is not a parlour which reserves a small spot for the mistress’ 

Fig. 4.1 Mary Ellen Best, Self-portrait in Painting Room, York, 

ca. 1837–39. York City Art Gallery. 
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art. Indeed, Gilbert observes the dominant presence of Helen’s art in the room; she has to clear 

some chairs “from the artistical lumber that usurped them” in order to seat her guests and she 

continues to paint while conversing with them, “as if she found it impossible to wean her 

attention entirely from her occupation to fix it upon her guests” (A. Brontë 1210). Thus, Helen 

has successfully fled the tyranny of the parlour; far from subscribing to ideals of domesticity, 

she proclaims her professional stance and creates a studio of her own.  

4.3. Confronted with a New Threat: Equating the Artist with the Work of Art  

The poem and novels, then, work actively to replace the old artistic discourse with one in 

which women have loosened themselves from their status as aesthetic objects, yet their newly 

acquired subjectivity lays under a constant threat, as patriarchal society comes up with different 

solutions to repress women artists’ sedition. In an article published in 1857 in Punch, a male 

reviewer offers a solution to the menacing individuality of the woman artist: 

Those who are fond of “the Society of Ladies” will rush to No. 315, Oxford Street, and 

there enjoy an exhibition that is the result of female handiwork. It is not an exhibition 

of stitching or embroidery, […]. Stand with respectful awe before that tender Brigand, 

for who knows, Harriet may one day be your wife? That Bivouac in the Desert, which 

is glowing before you… , was encamped originally in the snug parlour of LOUISA – 

that very same LOUISA, that probably you flirted with last week at a picnic at Birnam 

Beeches… .Be careful of your remarks. Drop not an ugly word, lest you do an injury to 

the memory of some poetic creature, who at some time or other handed you a cup of tea, 

or sang you the songs you loved… . With GEORGIANA on your right, MARIA on your 

left; with EMMA gazing from her gorgeous frame right at you, and SOPHIA peeping 

from behind that clump of moon-silvered trees over your shoulder, be tender, be 

courteous, be complimentary, be everything that is gentle, and devoted, and kind. (as 

cited by Losano 37) 
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As Losano argues, the Punch review does not mention any surnames, as this “would supply an 

artist with respectable patronymic”, and evades the threat posed by female artistic productivity 

by re-establishing these deviant individuals as delicate women eager for men’s praise (36-37). 

Already, the link with accomplishment-art is there, and, as the reviewer goes on to suggest that 

the artists’ bodies rather than their work is to be the source of delectation for the male visitor 

and furthermore hints at their marriage potential, their reduction to accomplished ladies seems 

complete. In her article on the Victorian poetess, Susan Brown asserts that women poets were 

frequently victims of “a commodified aestheticism that […] conflates the woman poet’s body 

with her literary corpus” (181). Similarly, the women artists in Tenant and “The Lady of 

Shalott” are confronted with a male spectator intent on incorporating the artist in their scrutiny 

of the artwork. When Gilbert runs into Helen as she is sketching away at a brook, he pauses to 

watch “the progress of her pencil” and distracts “pleasure” from her “fair and graceful fingers” 

(A. Brontë 1215). Likewise, when on a later occasion Helen, sitting on the edge of a cliff, is 

engrossed in her artistic practice, Gilbert cannot “help stealing a glance, now and then, from 

the splendid view at [their] feet to the elegant white hand that held the pencil, and the graceful 

neck and glossy raven curls that drooped over the paper” (A. Brontë 1224). In “The Lady of 

Shalott”, this problem the woman artist was confronted with even seems to be parodied as the 

artwork incorporates the artist’s body and renders it inevitable but that the spectator gazes at it 

and that it merges with the artwork. However, both novels and the poem appear to propose a 

solution to this threat. Both the Brontës as well as Tennyson seem to transform this problematic 

focus on the woman artist’s body into a problem artists generally, irrespective of their gender, 

had to face during the nineteenth century. As Jonah Siegel argues, “museums and the emergent 

tradition of art criticism in the nineteenth century partake of a dramatic change in the focus of 

aesthetic interest: the artist came to replace the art object as a figure of unattainable perfection” 

(as cited by Losano 8). Already in the eighteenth century, “growing fascination with genius and 
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personality, with the artist’s self” was to be perceived (Siegel as cited by Losano 8), and the 

self-revelation typical of Romantic poetry could not but support the merging of artist and 

artwork. By stressing the common focus on both the male and the female artist alike, then, 

Tenant, Jane Eyre and “The Lady of Shalott” appear to answer this problem. 

In its establishing a woman artist who integrates her own body in her art, as if a precursor 

of performance art, Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott” indeed seems to address this issue of the 

merging of the woman artist and her art. The poem’s final scene may be interpreted as a parody, 

for it seems to pronounce that after the female model, the woman artist must undergo the same 

fate and turn into an aesthetic object to be gazed at. However, despite her self-exposure, she 

does not only figure as an object of art, but as an artist too, one who assumes agency over both 

her art, which is herself, and her audience, yet cannot control it anymore once it is delivered to 

the public. Thus, the still and lifeless body of the Lady of Shalott may indicate the impossibility 

for the artist to respond directly to the audience. Once the work of art is finished, it does contain 

the artist, but s/he is doomed to remain dumb. This considered, “The Lady of Shalott” can be 

interpreted as a reflection on the inevitability of self-exposure in art, rather than the 

objectification of the woman artist. 

Jane Eyre does not really seem to tackle this potential threat to the woman artist’s 

subjectivity as Jane’s body, though Rochester initially does try to read her work biographically 

(cf. chapter two), is not conflated with her art. Yet, the novel nevertheless appears to address 

the self-revelatory nature of art, claiming it to be a uniform ‘problem’ among artists. Jane, 

having fled Rochester who would have trapped her in an unlawful union, starts a new life among 

new faces in a distant county and, so as to prevent detection and further pain, she assumes a 

different surname. Jane Elliott, now a school mistress at Morton, may have succeeded at hiding 

her true identity, had it not been for her art. On one of his visits, St. John Rivers – the parson 

who, together with his sisters, sheltered Jane when she was destitute and saved her from 
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starvation – is able to find out Jane’s true name and, subsequently, her history, by examining, 

not exactly her artwork, but nevertheless an intrinsic aspect of her artistic practice:  

He drew over the picture the sheet of thin paper on which I was accustomed to rest my 

hand in painting to prevent the cardboard from being sullied. What he suddenly saw on 

this blank paper it was impossible for me to tell: but something had caught his eye. He 

took it up with a snatch; he looked at the edge; then sot a glance at me, inexpressibly 

peculiar and quite incomprehensible: a glance that seemed to take and make note of 

every point in my shape, face, and dress […] replacing the paper, I saw him dexterously 

tear a narrow slip from the margin. (C. Brontë 320) 

What he finds on the margin of the portrait-cover is the name ‘Jane Eyre’, “the work doubtless 

of a moment of abstraction” (C. Brontë 325). When engaged in her artistic practice, Jane is so 

engrossed that she unintentionally writes down her real name and forgets about her assumed 

identity. Despite her alias, then, Jane’s art cannot but yield something of the artist’s true self. 

In Tenant, too, this issue of the merging of artist and artwork is approached in a similar manner. 

Like Jane, Helen assumes an alias in order to prevent being tracked down by the patriarch. 

However, despite this cover, she is aware of the necessity of modifying the names of the 

landscapes and buildings, such as Wildfell Hall, in her paintings, before sending them to 

London to be sold. This, indeed, points out her possession of a particular style, as I already 

pointed out, and thus she makes a claim for her professionalism, yet it simultaneously suggests 

that her art may reveal her true identity. As a result, extra measures should be undertaken in 

order to remain hidden. Thus, like “The Lady of Shalott”, Jane Eyre and Tenant draw on this 

inevitable self-exposure in art, which they establish not so much as a problem the woman artist 

is confronted with, but as is a general feature of art irrespective of the gender of the artist. Thus, 

the literary works agree that the artist can be discovered in his or her artwork, but by establishing 
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it as a uniform problem for nineteenth-century artists, they both mitigate the freezing effect this 

tendency may have on women artists and again neutralise the gender of the artist. 

4.4. Art and Love: A Marriage Doomed To Fail? A Clashing of Discourses in the Woman 

Artist’s Longing for a Reconciliation of Romantic Fulfilment and Artistic subjectivity  

4.4.1. Sappho’s Legacy 

That Tenant, Jane Eyre and “The Lady of Shalott” adopt a feminist discourse is, as I hope 

to have proven, crystal-clear; yet it is undeniable that there are contradictory elements to be 

found in these texts. Tennyson’s Lady does long for Lancelot, or love more generally, and it 

may be argued that both Jane and Helen are thirsting after romantic gratification and that, all in 

all, the novels’ central focus is on courtship. In her book, Victorian Women’s Fiction: Marriage, 

Freedom and the Individual, Shirley Foster argues that the work of many Victorian women 

writers, among whom Charlotte Brontë, is suffused with a duality; on the one hand, they stage 

female characters who are attracted to independence and the validation of their individual, yet 

at the same time these women seem to yearn for an emotional enrichment and romantic 

satisfaction in marriage (14-15). This clash of discourses is not unique to these women’s literary 

works; as Sara Mills argues, texts are often “not determined by one discourse alone; there may 

be several discourses at work in the construction of a particular text, and these discourses are 

often in conflict with one another” (89). Thus, in “The Lady of Shalott”, Jane Eyre and Tenant, 

one can discern a concurrence of on the one hand the discourse of femininity which preaches 

marriage and, on the other hand, the feminist discourse which has its very foundation in 

women’s artistic and professional practice. Central to this dilemma was the tragic figure of 

Sappho, whose suicide “became an allegory for women poets’ dilemmas and an alibi for their 

voices: it focused their sense of the conflicts between art and love, vocation and gender, and 

the desire for literary fame and the demands of social convention” (Brown 182). Interestingly, 

the Victorian reading of Sappho’s biography accentuated “her suicidal leap from the Leucdian 

cliff after her male lover Phaon abandoned her”; a strategy which, in its portrayal of the 
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mutually exclusive character of art and love, sought to curb women in their artistic endeavours 

(Brown 182). In their vindication for the rights of the woman artist, Jane Eyre, Tenant and “The 

Lady of Shalott” attempt to resolve this antagonism as they stage a protagonist who tries to be 

both a woman and an artist. 

That the fate of the protagonist of Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott” bears a remarkable 

resemblance to that of the woman poet seeking rest among the waves of the Aegean Sea 

hundreds and hundreds of years earlier is not to ignore, yet, though both women figure as artists 

and their death appears to ensue from their frustrated desire for romantic fulfilment, “The Lady 

of Shalott” does not suggest that an overgrowth of ivy necessarily chokes the eglantine. On the 

contrary, the poem rather makes a case for the hybrid nature of the second sex as it stages an 

individual who, when the curtain falls, is both a woman and an artist. The Lady is indeed driven 

by a highly poetic inspiration when she leaves her tower to create her puzzling piece of art, but 

she is equally longing for romance, as show her tired sighs when “two young lovers lately wed” 

glide through her mirror (l. 70). Once she notices Lancelot, she has found her love-object, and 

in her escape from her domestic prison she not only abandons her amateur art practice for the 

sake of a higher, Romantic art, she equally goes in pursuit of love. Linda Gill and many other 

critics may contend that the entrance of the Lady’s corpse into the patriarchal bastion of 

Camelot brings about the male subject’s final speech act which effects “the recategorization of 

the Lady as an object”, yet this analysis ignores the multi-layered meaning of that particular 

ending (117). Lancelot’s language indeed echoes the discourse of femininity when he 

comments upon the Lady’s “lovely face” (l. 169), yet the line with which the poem ends is his 

reading of her signature, “The Lady of Shalott”, an act which grants her an artistic subjectivity 

(l. 171). Thus, the Lady who came floating towards Lancelot in a dress highly evocative of a 

bridal gown – “robed in snowy white” – succeeds in her double purpose (l. 136); firstly, she is 

given her subjectivity and triumphs as an artist in that Lancelot and the others all become 
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readers or interpreters of her artwork, and, secondly, she also figures as a woman who is 

admired by the gaze of a potential suitor, yet without being commodified by it (cf. supra). 

Whereas Huntingdon failed in reading both the recto as well as the verso of Helen’s artwork – 

the recto embodying her identity as artist and the verso her being a woman with a need for 

romantic gratification – the Lady of Shalott does end with a complex identity in which the 

discourse of femininity and that of feminism can coexist. As in Tenant, the artwork allow the 

potential suitor to talk about the woman, but at the same time he is driven to read her as an artist 

as well.  

4.4.2. Overpainting the Stigma of Female Artistic Professionalism  

In The Life of Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Gaskell, most anxious “to establish Brontë’s 

female normality”, chooses to muffle the Yorkshire woman writer’s creative genius and 

professional success and highlights her feminine qualities such as “womanly purity and self-

sacrifice” (Foster 138). This policy points out the precarious situation the woman artist found 

herself in; as a result of her professional activity, which contradicts many of the parameters of 

the discourse of femininity, she may become a prey to “charges of unwomanliness” (Foster 12). 

In Anne Brontë's Tenant, the stigma born by the professional woman artist is emphasised 

repeatedly by Mrs Markham, who calls Helen a “misguided, obstinate woman […], ignorant of 

all her principal duties, and clever only in what concerns her least to know” and then goes on 

to say what a terrible mistake it would be to marry such a woman (1217). Likewise, when 

Helen’s dissipated first husband, Mr Huntingdon, discovers Helen’s escape plans, he stresses 

the disrespect that would befell him were his wife to turn to art and, additionally, provide for 

herself by doing so: “And so … you thought to disgrace me, did you, by running away and 

turning artist, and supporting yourself by the labour of your hands, forsooth? And you thought 

to rob me of my son too, and bring him up to be a dirty Yankee tradesman, or a low, beggarly 

painter?” (A. Brontë 1410). Thus, Tenant’s characters who support the discourse of femininity 
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seem to find it incompatible with that of feminism, as the latter aspires to female artistic and 

financial autonomy, and the novel itself seems to preach the same message as it ends with Helen 

relinquishing her artistic career for a retired life in the countryside, as a mother and a wife. 

However, though Anne Brontë does end her narrative respecting the romantic orthodoxies, by 

doing so she is able to wipe away the stigma of female artistic professionalism. Gilbert, though 

he is often patriarchal in his approach to Helen’s art, is nevertheless a suitor of hers, and it is 

exactly because she is desired and looked upon as marriage material all through the novel that 

the stereotypical association of the woman artist with notions of unwomanliness and feminine 

abnormality is disrupted. Though, of course, Helen does retire as a professional artist at the end 

of the novel, it still appears to preach the possibility of a coexistence of the discourse of 

femininity and that of feminism, of love and art.  

Still, Jane Eyre and Tenant have been repeatedly disapproved of by feminist critics who 

believe that the conventional endings signify the heroines’ submission to patriarchal 

orthodoxies. However, as I have mentioned, frustrating though it may be, the very fact that 

Helen can be incorporated into the old ideology again points out that she is not too disgraced 

by her practice as an artist and economically independent woman. Unlike Anne Brontë’s 

Tenant, however, Charlotte does not compromise at the end of her novel. Indeed, Jane Eyre 

deconstructs sexual conservatism up to its very ending and does not let its protagonist give up 

her art for the sake of romantic fulfilment. As in “The Lady of Shalott”, the ending of Jane Eyre 

constructs an alternative world in which gazes are de-gendered and love and art can coexist: 

Mr Rochester continued blind the first two years of our union: perhaps it was that 

circumstance that drew us so very near – that knit us so very close! For I was then his vision 

[…]. He saw nature – he saw books through me; and never did I weary of gazing on his 

behalf, and of putting into words the effect of field, tree, town, river, cloud, sunbeams – of 
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the landscape before us; of the weather round us – and impressing by sound on his ear what 

light could no longer stamp on his eye. (C. Brontë 384, my italics) 

Significantly, the patriarch’s gaze is extinguished temporarily and he now perceives the world 

from Jane’s perspective. That he regains his eye sight partly is essential, otherwise Brontë 

would simply have supplanted patriarchy with matriarchy, as Christina Rossetti seems to do in 

her poetry. Now, the novel does not only conclude with an egalitarian vision of male-female 

relationships, it equally displays several cues asserting Jane’s artistic subjectivity. As John 

Berger asserts, art “allows us to share the artist’s experience of the visible” (10). In her attempt 

to visualise the world surrounding them for her husband, then, Jane seems to be creating verbal 

paintings. She is not merely Rochester’s “vision”, she is an artist depicting the world and 

infusing it with her feeling – mind the choice of words, “putting into words the effect of tree” 

etc., not merely the object, but the object as it is perceived by the artist and coloured by her 

imagination (C. Brontë 384). Thus, Rochester is dependent on both the artist as well as the 

woman. Furthermore, Jane’s artistic function is stressed in her direct address of her reader. 

Unlike Helen’s narrative which is interlocked by that of Gilbert and which, additionally, 

functions as her personal diary, Jane writes for an audience whom she directly addresses and 

thus takes on an artistic and professional role. That Jane Eyre succumbs to patriarchy 

eventually, then, is a gross mistake; that it is able to propose a more healthy environment in 

which the dichotomised perception of gender is erased and in which each individual is allowed 

its completeness is more like it.  
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5. Conclusion  

Many a Modernist writer may have scorned Victorian literary products for their social 

concern, yet, to a certain degree, it was literature’s particular preoccupation with the age’s ills 

that enabled the female voice to stand up and cast off the burden of femininity that had barred 

her from devoting herself to a professional artistic career. Indeed, it was in part through the 

revolutionary forces at work in literary works like “The Lady of Shalott”, Jane Eyre and Tenant, 

but also in the visual arts, that the suffocating ideology – which I explored in the first chapter 

of this study when sketching the context these literary works react to – gradually eroded and, 

subsequently, women were allowed their individuality and, as time progressed, a studio of their 

own to practise their art. The old truths of femininity and masculinity are, of course, not that 

easily done away with; nevertheless, these literary works have shown that truths are constructs 

supported by a language, that of an artistic tradition for example, and if one changes the 

discourse, the truths change with it.  

Of course, first the old truths must be dealt with, and this is exactly what Jane, Helen and 

the Lady do as they toil in order to distance their art from accomplishment-art, which until then 

served as a category for all female artistic productivity – a specious argument of patriarchal 

society to ensure male dominion in the professional field. Thus, in the second chapter of this 

study, I have explored the different ways in which the women artists break with the tradition of 

mimicry, which served as a parameter of the discourse of femininity, and provide their audience 

with new contextual frameworks to approach their art and give it serious credit. The Lady of 

Shalott’s distancing from a purely imitative art is palpably illustrated by the destruction of her 

mirror and her venturing outside of the tower, that supreme symbol of domesticity. Helen 

Graham does so by stressing her entrance into the marketplace; thus, she adopts a radically 

feminist discourse which should grant women the same opportunities as men. In Jane Eyre, 
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however, the distinction between the two discourses, that of femininity on the one hand and that 

of feminism on the other hand, is not at all that straightforward. Both Jane as well as Rochester 

are unable to provide absolute definitions for one another. By blurring boundaries and evading 

strict categorisation, the novel shows that truths of masculinity and femininity are relative and 

thus rejects the limiting patriarchal ideology, while ever being mindful not to encourage a 

matriarchal society, as Christina Rossetti does in some of her poems. While Tenant’s discourse, 

before Helen marries Gilbert, is decidedly feminist, Jane Eyre omits pinpointing individuals 

and thus obstructs the categorisation of certain artistic practices as masculine and others as 

feminine. Indeed, while she does adopt a Romantic discourse and thus makes an important 

claim for her artistic genius, her art nevertheless is connected to that of the accomplished lady, 

as it serves the conventional purpose of catching the notice of Mr Rochester.  

In the third chapter of this study, I examined the various stratagems of Jane Eyre, Tenant 

and “The Lady of Shalott” which sought to annihilate the practice of female objectification in 

the male artistic tradition in order to make room for the female subject; this mainly by opposing 

the particular organ causing this objectification: the eyes. Christina Rossetti does more than 

simply accuse this categorisation of women as aesthetic subjects and signs of masculinity; 

indeed, her poem “In an Artist’s Studio” contains, next to an overt accusation, a covert inversion 

of the male gaze. Similarly, Helen Graham is allowed to gaze, yet refrains from gratifying the 

patriarch’s scrutiny of herself. “The Lady of Shalott” likewise opposes the male gaze for a long 

time by hiding the Lady from sight, and when she finally does emerge, her features are indistinct 

while her name as an artist is most distinct. The male gaze, already disempowered, is further 

eroded when “The Lady of Shalott” rearranges historical signs figuring in painting, thus 

disrupting the strict boundaries between the male and the female realm. Finally, the male gaze 

seems to transform into a female gaze when Lancelot functions as a sign of the Lady’s desire 
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for romantic fulfilment. In Jane Eyre, however, Rochester, though he too is intently watched by 

Jane, does not seem to be objectified –not by Jane, at least.   

Finally, in the fourth chapter I considered how Jane, Helen and the Lady, having 

successfully opposed the tradition of mimicry and having established their right to the gaze and 

their equal connoisseurship in the cultural field, use their art to modify the artistic discourse, 

chiefly by revealing its inadequacies. Jane successfully parodies the Petrarchan tradition and 

denounces it, hence proposing an alternative world in which human beings are allowed their 

wholeness. The Lady’s death ultimately illustrates, not the inevitable objectification of the 

female body, but the impossibility of one human being to own another. Hence, the poem 

opposes one of the primary functions of oil painting –that is, to show the patriarch “sights of 

what he may possess” (Berger as cited by Starr 22). Thus, these literary works seem to propose 

an alternative world in which subjects respect one another and in which gender, as such, does 

not suggest any hierarchy. But, even more importantly, Jane and the Lady advocate a 

reconciliation of art and love, and both the novel and poem seem to depict this healthy 

coexistence of the discourse of feminism and that of femininity. Tenant, however, has always 

been radical. Due to its portrayal of an independent woman artist who, in her negation of most 

of the parameters of the discourse of femininity, actively opposes the dominant ideology, Anne 

Brontë’s Tenant has often been regarded as “the first sustained feminist novel” (Sellei 10). Yet, 

within the novel the continuous clash between Helen’s feminist discourse and Huntingdon, 

Gilbert and Mrs Markham’s discourse of femininity eventually appears to result in the hushing 

of Helen’s aesthetic autonomy. Whereas Tennyson’s Lady as well as Jane succeed in 

reconciling their role as an artist with that of being a woman, Helen seems to relinquish her art 

as soon as she goes back to Huntingdon to nurse him while he is ill. Once she is widowed and 

financially at ease, the reader no longer observes her engaged in professional art, for there is no 

need to anymore. Helen finds romantic fulfilment in her marriage with Gilbert, but she now 
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figures as the silent wife who is incorporated in her husband’s story. Unlike Jane who relates 

her history, or rather herstory to the reader, Helen’s voice is contained within the patriarchal 

discourse, as is her diary which is interlocked by Gilbert’s narrative. Of course, this perhaps 

rather orthodox ending does not nullify the revolutionary aspects of the novel, such as its 

thorough subversion of the male prerogative in the artistic domain. Also, the fact that Helen can 

marry despite her having been a professional artist, a woman who has entered the marketplace, 

does much to remove the stigma associated with professional women. Perhaps this ending is 

not as disappointing as it seems, for it confirms Helen’s female normality, and thus the female 

normality of the professional woman artist in general. However, it does not radiate the gender 

neutrality of for instance Jane Eyre’s ending. Jane, indeed, seems to have created a new world, 

one which is achieved through opposing patriarchal dominance, yet is not to be equated with 

Christina Rossetti’s matriarchy. Jane Eyre’s world is one in which the notion of gender is 

erased, and so are gazes. Rochester gradually recovers his sight, yet Jane’s equal position has 

long before been secured. Within the borders of Ferndean, the novel has created, through her 

protagonist, a new possible world in which man and woman can live in harmony, a model for 

Victorian society. 

That these three literary works have remodelled the pictorial language so that women are 

freed from their role as aesthetic object and instead can take up more active and creative roles 

is not to be denied. The works successfully labour to establish women’s subjectivity and 

potential genius, which ultimately de-genders the artist’s role. In their struggle with the 

discourse of femininity which prevents women from venturing outside of the domestic space 

and to take on what were considered masculine roles, Tennyson’s “The Lady of Shalott”, Anne 

Brontë’s Tenant and Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre confuse boundaries between the male and 

the female realm by letting their protagonists imbibe masculine prerogatives, which they 

gradually dismantle as belonging to men only. In these literary works, alternative perceptions 
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of women artists, as distinct from accomplished ladies, are put forward, and confining truths 

are buried. Especially in Jane Eyre, nothing seems definite, and because so much is blurred, the 

novel seems to create a world in which gender is erased. The novel’s ending, then, should not 

be read as conforming to patriarchal society’s creeds. Jane’s artistic practice is only one of the 

ways in which the novel arrives at this gender-neutral environment. The novel, then, seems to 

exclaim that all truth is relative, that absolute truths are artificial and that we should refrain 

from uttering them or creating them. In short, in their depiction of the woman artist, Charlotte 

Brontë’s Jane Eyre, Anne Brontë’s The Tenant of Wildfell Hall and Tennyson’s “The Lady of 

Shalott” can be considered catalysts for change. 
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